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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20
FRESH TROUBLE

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY
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WELLMAN'S VOYAGE TO THE ROOF OF THE EARTH
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SICKENING METHODS
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President Sends to Congress What Special

hi

Commission Saw For Themselves Too
Horrible For Belief in This Day.

THUEE AMERICANS, SIXTEEN
"Sit

Mexicans Is Complete List of
Killed No Shooting of
the Ringleaders.

'4

PRESIDENT ASKS DRASTIC
REMEDIES BE NOW APPLIED

f

Los Angeles, June 4. A special to
the Times from El Paso says: Renewed trouble broke out at Cananea
last night between the striking Mexi- cans and the rurales, under Col. Kosterlitsky. Five rioters were killed
and thirteen injured. The .trouble
occurred shortly before the arrival of
200 Mexican soldiers from Hermosillo.
All American women and many women of higher class Mexicans are
quartered In. the home of Colonel
Greene, which is under guard.
A special from Douglas to the Herald reports the execution of eight
leaders of the Cananea rioters yesterday by Col. Kosterlitsky. The rioters
were lined In front of a stone wall
over the hill from Ronquillo and killed by a volley from the rifles of the
rurales. As the shots were fired. It
cried out
Is reported, Kosterlitsky
"Viva le Mexico; so perish all traitors." Without fear the doomed men
replied as one man: "To hell with the
away
povernment;
with Mexico."
Special further says monetary losses
of the Cananea Consolidated Copper
company is estimated at $300,000.
Vork will be resumed within a week.
Cananea did not burn and Is not burning.

KEY TO THE MAP.
1
N'ansen's Farthest North,
latitude, 80:14
2 Kane, 1835, lut. 80:35.
3 Franklin, lost 1845.
4
Parry, 1827. lat. 82:45.
5
Peary, 1893, lat. 82:34.
6 Spitzbergen
Headquarters
expedition and wireless station.
8 Greenland.

189(5,

".:.n&.fHlV

of

9 Baffin Bay.
10 Sileria
19O0

miles to Pole.
Special Correspondence:
Paris, June 4. Walter Wellman,
the American chief of the expedition
planning to Journey ito the north pole
by dirigible airship, is in Paris.
oilman announces that the ice
steamer Frithjoh, which the Zelgler
expedition used, has been engaged.
All the paraphernalia is being col
WALTER WELLMAN AND HIS DIRIGIBLE BALLOON
lected at Tromsoi, Norway, and on
June 5 the Frithjoh will begin con"When we start we hope that the
veying this eqiument to Spitzbergen, till all his equipment Is in the best
of the voyage and back
which will be Wellman's headquarters possible order, whether it be this year greater part
may be made, by airship. The period
and from where the airship will start, or next.
- of the whole trip by alrsfliip is as- Wireless teiegrapny win ue a
The expedition has announced a
at ten days, or 240 hours, and,
two-yecampaign to the pole.
if j ture of this hunit for the pole, a sia.- - sumed
OUTBREAK SAID TO upon being carefully tested the dirlg- - tion has been established at nam- I believe, the dirigible can be kept
BE REVOLUTIONARY
ai oput-th- e in the air as long as twenty, possibly
Washington, D. C, June 4. Thomp ible is found to be in fit condition for merfest, Norway, a second
days.
will be on the twenty-fiv- e,
another
voyage,
and
bergen
an
to
the
effort
reach
son, the American ambassador
to
some accident
supposing
"But
found, 'W ell-tpole
is
If
airship.
the
not,
pole
vear;
this
if
will
be
made
deMexico, has telegraphed the state
wireless, should happen to the aerial craft, we
by
news
will
the
send
man
will
flight
ocean
over
Arctic
the
partment that the outbreak at CanaWellman have not pot 'all of our eggs In one
To your correspondent
nea was revolutionary In character, be deferred to next year, as Wellman
contingency,
With such
basket.'
said:
start
says
not
decidedly
will
he
that
fomented from the headquarters at St.
tLouis.

the crew of five will resolve them
selves into a sleighing party, and
equipped with motor towing machines
of the lightest and strongest kinds
days,
and provisions for seventy-fivwe hope to be able to complete our
task.
continued
"The polar airship,"
Wellman, "which M. Godard and his
staff of experts In Paris have in hand,
will be by far the largest ever built,
Its great size enables it to lift not
only the balloon, but the car of steel
the three motors, comprising a total
of 80 horse power, two propulseurs,
a steel boat, motor sledges, five men,
days,
food for them for seventy-fiv- e
Instruments, tools, repair materials
lubricating oils and 5,500 pounds of
gasoline for the motors.
"The total length of the airship Is
1C4 feet, the
lifting power 16,000
pounds, the weight, Btcel car, motors
and machinery, crew, instruments and
16,000
other apparatus, complete,
pounds. The engine room and cabin
for the crew are enclosed. The steel
boat is carried suspended below the
car, and serves as a working deck
e
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COLONEL GREENE GIVES

.

SENATOR GORMAN

THE INSURGENT TROUBLE

FACTS IN CASE
Douglas, June 4. A telephone mes- cage direct from the office of Colonel
Green In Cananea today Bays the
that Col. KPtTr.sky was ex

HIGH WINDS WITH

RAIN ON PACIFIC

DIDN'T TAKE PLACE

sixteen Mexicans were killed In the
disturbance. In addition to the Met
calfs, Burt Bush of Blsbee was killed.
Colonel Greene walked to his office
without guard today.

WORK HAS BEEN RESUMED
AND ALL IS QUIET AGAIN.
Blsbee, Ariz., June 4. The following message was received at 11 a. m
today by telephone from Cananea:
The situation . here is absolutely un
der control. There has been no shoot
jug since sundown Saturday. SeveraJ
arrests were made but positively
there has been no execution of ring
leaders. A conservative estimate of
the killed during the fighting Friday
and Saturday is thirty Mexicans and
five Americans. President Diaz wired
Governor Ysabel endorsing his action.
This morning some striking Mexicans
returned to work. The concentrator is
running full handed. Two furnaces of
the smelter are working. All Ameri
can miners are working but there are
no Mexicans in the mines. The known
Americans killed are: George Met
Will Metcalf. Hurt Bush and
Carl Haeigler. Captain Watts and
two' troops of cavalry are camped on
this side of the line.

DOINGS

OF

SOME

CORPORATIONS

Washington, D. C, June 4. The
demonstration
threatened "insurgent
growing out of the report of the con- ferees on the Btatehood bill, which
seemed imminent on the convening
of the house today did not occur, the
Journal being Approved without a dls- '

.

.

,

Murphy of Missouri had onere.i a,
discharging the
resolution Saturday,
.,, ..niowi i.iii mid
nrovirtlnir: "It shall be in order im- for the
mediately, without debate
house to proceed to vote on the ques- tlon; shall the house agree to ana
concure In the senate amendments?"!
Thia resolution was held to le
nrivillgeded or parliamentary, and the
speaker amid a great deal of confu- H.iBrM,i h hm.se luliouin- u n
.i
onv,nnh M,,r, hmi nnnealeJ
of the chair and in- frnm the
sisted that a square deal ought to be
even opponents of the confer-ence report. The dove of peace seem- .

1

$420
IS TOO MUCH

.

Election of Directors' Chairman.
Parsons. Kan., June 4. At a special meeting of the directors nr trie
Missouri. Kunsas & Texas Railway
unaniAdrian li. Joline
was
mously ch sen chairman, to succeed
the lue Henry C. Rouse.
to-d.i-

Scenic Limited Makes Trip.
Salt I.ali'.'. I'tah, June 4. The new

Denver Ai RU Grande train, the
"Scenic l.iiniied." which left Denver
at 8 o'clock Sunday morning, arrived
here at S o'clock mis morning, schedule time. Not a hitch occurred in
handling the train. The first
iraln which left here at 6: So
Sunday nialit was passed on the Utah
desert, as planned. On the train was
a party of fourteen representatives o!
newspapers and press associations.
east-boun-

SENATOR BURTON HAS
STEPPED DOWN AND OUT
Topeka, Kan., June 4. Senator
His resignaUurton has resigned.
tion was sent to Governor Hoch at
mum after he had held conference
with several dote friends.
New York Money Market.
New York, June 4 Money on call

'

SPECIAL

COMMISSIONERS HOLD
SESSION TO APPOINT
SION TO ASCERTAIN
DYKE WORK.

COMMIS-

VALUE

OF

' At a special meeting of the county
commissioni rs held this morning, Engineer l'itt Ross, Jose do la Saiichos
and lienilo S iliedra were app.iinted a
commission to examine ihe work done
on the Airlsco dyke and ascertain the
alue of said work. Francisco Ga- baldon did the work, and has tend-re4Jo. County
the county a hill for
Surveyor Rankin examined the work
and says tiiat it is worth $1'.U. The
commissi n is appointed for the purpose of deciding wnat Gabaldou should
receive for his won;.
petition was received by the
A
xtension of
tKiard asking for 'he
Williams street. The matter went
over, to be acted ujMin Wednesday, of
this week.
I'a lillas reA petition from Eos
questing mat Jttoti worth vf work be
done at Eos 1'ndlilas, was not considered advisable, and consi qucntiy
rejected.
was
appointed
I'orivio Gutierrez
constable of precinct No. 5, to till out
an unexpired term.
The Electric Eight and I'ower company and the telephone
companies
poles
were notified that
Ho
in re
should be placed on Mountain road
by them without the consent of the
county engineer. Complaints have
rcaclad the commissioners that poles
have U'en i laced In Mountain road
by these companies in such a way as
to obstruct passage of traffic.
Spelter.
Mo June

St.
luiis.
per cent; prlmt
asy. at 3 V Q 3
steady, at $5.90.
mercantile paper, DQSVi per cent.

Spelter.

His Home in Wash-

This Caused Little Discom
fort in San Francisco
Refugee Camps.

HAD BEEN ILL FIVE MONTHS COMMISSION FOR EXAMINING

During His Sickness Requested His Cause of Earthquake Makes
VUfe

ed to hover when the house convened

lolay. Minority Leader John Snarp
wmam latlmDg that he would oe
g()0(l severai daya at iea8t, giving the

I hat

No

State Funeral

Should Be Held.

teresting Report to
nor Pardee.

In-

PROVES

Washington, D. C June 4. Arthur
San Francisco, June 4. Heavy rain
Pue Gorman, United States senator accompanied by high winds, an alence report.
from Maryland, died suddenly at 9:Uu most unprecedented spell of weather
for this season, prevailed here yesterthis morning. While he had been
GORMAN'S DEATH CAUSED
a n iim inuMCUT ' (n.nv ti i m t o ..vn .hurl. ulmwn i in nrnvtv
day.
Comparatively little suffering
Rujunnmt,,,
ocnwico
Washington, V. C. June 4. The ment lately. Heart trouble was the was caused in the refugee camp as
i11nurned tddav Immediately Immediate cause of death. Gorman they were prepared for It In some
senate
upon receiving the announcement of tirst took his seat in the senate in measures.
Gorman's death. Appropriate reso- - IbSl and served continuously eighteen
lutions were adopted and a committee years. Nearly all that time lie was CALIFORNIA CHANGES OF
AND LONGITUDE
LATITUDE
was apponueu iu anemi ure iumi. leader of his party. During Cleve
laud's last administration a break oc
Sacramento, Cal. June 4. The pre77., .
and liminary report of the state Earthcurred between the president
wy cnmivi tr
GUA I fcMALM
DEFEATS REVOLUTIONISTS Gorman and, to this is attributed the quake Investigation commission was
Washington. 1). C, June 4. The senator's defeat a few years later. So received yesterday ut the ollice of
Guatemalan minister today received soon as me oemocrais regaiueu cou- - Governor I'ardee.
la general terms
his government trol of Maryland, Gorman was re- - tho causes of most of the movements
a cablegram from
saying that the Guatemalan troops elected senator.
are attributed to the theory that
n
Stomach and Heart Troubles.
had defeated the revolutionists
stresses are generated iu the earth's
Up to the moment of death, Gorman crust and accumulate until they expletoly at Asuncion Mita and all along
was conscious. He partook of nour- - ceed the strength of the rocks
the line.
ishment at 8 o clock and at 9 was
the crust, and find relief in
seized with heart attack and died five sudden rupture. The extent of the
minutes later. His wife and oldest rift f April IS is described us exENGINEER PATERSON KILLED
daughter were at the bed side.
tending lrom tho vicinity of l'oint
AT NUTT STATION
Gorman a illness extended over a Arena to the neighborhood of San
period of five months. He had not Juan, Benito county, a distance of
'KmHe since January
In IS.'i miles. Evidence of rupture and
IN HIS DEATH ENDS CAREER OF 'l'ft t'le
i
ut? eiuiereii of differential movement is dearly
iu nearx
OLDEST EN- - audition
OF THE
ONE
from stomach trouble. Iast evening
in the continuance of furrows
CINEERS IN EMPLOY OF SANTA he was In fine spin's and chatted defined
in the surface soil several feet wide.
with the members of his family. The Tho averaue horizontal displacement
FE IN NEW MXICO.
senator leaves a widow and six chil- is twenty bet wide. The report says:
"It is probable that the latitude and
The death of Engineer Chris, rater-su- dren.
No State Funeral.
at Nuit station on Samrd ly nieht
loimit'cle of all points in the Coast
request
In
a
addressed
to
recent
n
permanently
have
ends the career of one of the first
Halite
Gorman the seiia'or asked that changed a lew feet. The modern class
maimers to pull a throttle on the Mrs.
hel.l.
no
be
state
funeral
Silver City branch of the Santa Fe.
of building structures appear to have
.Mr. I'atcrson
came to New Mexico
while the
been relatively passive
CONGRESS
OF
BROADSIDE
with the Santa Fe, anil went to Silver
made (round In their vicinity was
OF
RELIGIONS
DELIVERED
Minor shocks
profuonilly disturbed.
ci y with the Santa Fe. He had been
Chicago, June 4 As a preliminary succeeding th1' main one are interprea resilient or Mlvcr city cont ntrn;y
A family "broad side" of the Congress of Hef r dose to twintv vears.
ted as due to subsequent adjustments
and several hildreu nioiiru the death llgious, which began i s annual ses-- i of the earth's crust in the tendency to
sion here today, s'Tiuons were de- reach an e luilibrium."
of a father.
Tli Silver City branch Main was livtred yesterday in ' irteen churches!
,
bowling along approaching Nutt sta-- on "What is the !n est Need in Re- -, NEW HEAD REST
u!.:n Eloyd
Joints
tion, which is uliout half way be: ween llgion today?"
KitK'on and Deinlug, w hen the fireman said: "The great, .i un a in religion
FOR BERBER CHAIRS
cried: "Jump, the switch is open." today is that in'eipreialion that will1
Engineer 1'attison stuck to Ids post, release it from the trammels of dog- -'
the saute us he bad done for twenty! ma. the leashes of Sectarianism, the THE BARBER MOVES THE REST
INSTEAD OF MOVING THE HEAD
The engine took the siding. detractions of denominational rallies,
veai's.
IN SHAVING.
but ihe cars continued up the main the illusions of scii nee, the achlve- line, pulling the locomotive over, i'ut-- j menta of commerce, ihe rewards of,
ers n's neck was hrokm in ihe wreck, Industry, all combine in calling for; C. I,. .Sharp, of the
and the body was badly scalded by practical religion, one that precipi-- 1 Automatic Head Rest company,
escaping steam. The fireman escaped lates itstlf in social service."
of tliis city, ..ut now of Presbv jumping.
The I'ullinan was the
Ariz., was In the cily between
ent'.
onlv car of the train to remain on the FATAL AFFRAY AT
tiaitis litis morning. The head rest
STUBENVILLE, OHIO invent' d by Mr. Sharp is an attachTaik.
Steubenville, Ohio, June 4. Fifteen ment to barber chairs, which does
GRAIN DEALERS HOLO
guards were shot about midnight in away wi'li the barber turning the
ANNUAL CONVENT. ON a fight at Plum Kan mine between
i' biad. With the attachment,
Chicago. 111., June 4 The annual forty guard and 4'"' coal mine strik t'ie barber mrns the rest instead of
The rest is round and
convention of the National Grain ers. It Is not known bow many were; the h
head
as the ordinary
Healers' Association opened here to - killed. Guards who were not wound - (led thi
,iay at the Auditorium, with large ed remained in the unite, being afraid rest, but moves from s:ue io sine on
delegations from nearly every state in to come out and attetil to those who r Hers. 1'. is also so arranged that
is wanted, the bar-l- r
when a hair-cu- t
the I'nlon. Ohio practically controls were shot.
slniplv turns the res-- t back on the
the organization, and has. a largiTj About 4oo shots were fired and four
delegation than any other state. Many persons were wounded Far as known chair, iiis'iad of taking it off, as is
rest.
matters of great interest to the grain nobody was killed, order obtains done in the case of the old head
now.
trade will be considered.
'Ihe iuvetilion was patented In March.
Vi

Vi

corn-give-

com-IMj.si-

aii'-eui'i-

n,

I

Head-.Macke-

cus-toii-

pad-sam-

i

ge

DRIVING MATINEE

Gover-

Kpoaker every opportunity to give the
house a chance to vote on the cont'er- -

'

4

at

ington Suddenly This
Morning.

Over Statehood Conference Report As Had
Been Expected Death of Gorman Was
Cause of Adjournment of Senate,

RANKIN SAYS

New York, June 4. The stockhold
ers of the Amalgamated Copper com
pany at their annual meeting in Jersey City today
the following directors:
Rogers, Win. Rockefeller.
H. 11.
James Stillnian, A. R. Flower, A.
liurraue, (i. 11. Church, H. H. Rogers,
Jr., J. K. Hudson. The company's annual report showed net income for
t lie year ending April 3n to lie
181,537 and surplus after payment of
dividends, $312,903.

Died

'

d

llev-erld-

HAS PASSED AWAY

re-w- -s

ecuting the leaders of the riots and
that Gov. Ysabel bad oeen placed un
der arrest for having brought Amer
lean volunteers across the line, are
Only three Americans and
untrue.

Washington, D. C.'June 4. Presl-- ;
dent Roosevelt sent the following
message to congress today:
"I transmit herewith the report of
James Bronson Reynolds, assistant
secretary of the treasury, and Com
missioner Clias. P. NC'ill, a special
commission whom I appointed to In
vestigate into the conditions of the
Block yards at Chicago and report
thereon to me.
"This report is of a preliminary nature. I submit it to you now because
It shows urgent need of immediate
action by congress in the direction of
providing drastic and thorough going
inspection by the federal government
or an stock yarus ana packing nouses
and of their products, so far as the
latter enter Into interstate or foreign
commerce. The conditions shown by
even this short inspection are revolt
ing. H is imperatively necessary in
the Interest of decency that they
should be radically changed. Under
existing law it is wholly impossible
to secure satisfactory results
"I urge Immediate enactment Into
law of provisions which will enable
the department, of agriculture to adequately
inspect meat and meat-fooproducts entering Into Interstate
commerce, and to supervise the methods of preparing the same, and to
prescribe the sunltary conditions under which the work shall be performed. I therefore commend to your favorable consideration, and urge the
enactment, of substantially the provisions known as senate amendment
number 29 to an act making appropriations for the department of agriculture, commonly known as the
amendment."
Disgusting and Deadly.
The report says that two and a
half weeks were.appnt.in ha investigation of tho Chicago packing houses,
and a day was spent by Mr. Reynolds
In the Investigation of the New York
slaughter houses. Tho report says
that In many rooms where water Is
used freely, the floors are soaked and
slimy, and the dark dingy rooms are
not kept suitably clean. The absence
of cleanliness was found everywhere
In handling the meat.
In the cooling

rooms workers climb over heaps of
niea'- - select the pieces they
wish.
and frequently throw them down upon
oirty noors beside their benches.
Meat Product Still Wont.
The report says that the radical
defect in the inspection system Is that
it is confined at present by law to
passing on the henlthfulness of animals at the time of killing; but that
the meat used in sausage and various
forms of canned products, and other
prepared meat foods, go through
many processes in all of which there
is possibility
of
contamination
unsanitary handling, and further dan
ger through use of chemicals. During
all these processes there Is no gov
ernment
Inspection, although such
products when sent out bear a label
stating that they were passed upon
by government insoectors.
Filth Altogether Inconceivable.
The report arraigns the sanitary
provisions m the buildings ns abom- lnable, and says that men and women
plunge their unwashed hauds Into
meat to be converted into food products. Department
superintendents
seem to ignore all considerations except the account book; and the proper care of products and of the health
and comfort of employes, is Impossible, and the consumer consequently
Buffers.
Tuberculosis victims expectorate on the spongy wooden floors
of dark rooms, from which the falling scraps of meat are later shoveled
up to be later converted Into food
products.
Some Recommendation! Made.
The report urges compulsory examination after slaughter, the Increase
of inspectors for night inspection andV
special work, legislation prohibiting
declarations of government inspection,
on food products unless subject to
government inspection at every stage-opreparation, prohibiting interstate
'transportation of any meat products
not Inspected and labeled, considers
the question of specific labeling for
all carcasses sold as fresh meat which
upon examination after slaughtering
show signs of disease but are still
deemed suitable for food, and recommends the. study of the Inspection
standards of other countries.
.

COL. H. A. JASTRO
SUCCESS

ARRIVES IN CITY

PACE BETWEEN MASTER DELMAR
AND SHECAM
PROVED
FEATURE OF THE DAY TIME, i:09'-2- .

AND WILL REMAIN
SEVERAL
DAYS LOOKING AFTER TRACTION
COMPANY
INTERESTS
SELLERS HOPES FOR FRAN-

A

The driving matinee wiven at TracCHISE.
tion Park yesterday afternoon by the
Gentlemens' Driving club, proved a
Work on the Albuquerque Traction-company'strong drawing card. Fully 700 peoextension to tho American
ple witnessed the events, which inLumber company's plant, via Second
cluded a 2:20 trot, two best out of street.
New York avenue and Twelfth
heats, a 2:50 pace,
three half-miltwo best out of three, mile heats; a street, is still going forward. The
1:20 puce, two best out of three, half-mil- work of laying the ties and rails on
street is moving forward satheats; a
trot and pace, Second
and as soon ns the comtwo Lest out of three, half-milheats. isfactorily,
pany's engineer arrives In the city the
This latter race was between Jake curve
will be laid out and work startlevy's Shecam and Dr. J. F. Pearce's
An opening has been left
Master Delniar, and proved the feat- ed upon It.
each Intersecting street, thus alure of the day. Tho wager of a hat at
vehicles to pass, without
between two members of the club and lowing
bridging the work. An open space
t
the strong rivalry for honors on
left In front of the fire
of the owners of tho horses, each has also been headquarters,
In order
of whom drove his own horse, lent an department's
to Interfere with the department
interest to the go not visible to the not
grand stand. The wager was that in rcsjionding to fire alarms. Tne
will be pushed forward to comthe first heat wouid not lie made In work
as fast as possible.
better time than 1:11. However, this pletion
Colonel II. A. Jastro, capitalist, of
was beaten one and one half seconds.
Master Delniar w as the first under the Bakersflcld, Cal., and the promoter
builder of tho Albuquerque street
wire, with Shecain fully two li ngths and
away, but the Pearce driver wad dis car system, arrived in the city last
qualified for breaking. Jake Eevy evening, and will remain Borne time
won the hat and also the race'. She-- i looking after his Interests in the comcam was first under the wire, in the; pany.
When asked
what. If anything,
sic nd heat, but t.ie time w as not would
be done In the matter of mov- nearly as fast as In the first heat.
as petl- .'i,;.i,'.. uio.. .,.,.....
'"e ),..First,,. street switch,
......v, w . kj.i 'ivim
i i
,
...i.l i.,.,
ad
l!loil Mn,-,- . I,
ble and driven by S. Schloss, won the
Colonel Greer, president of
2:20 trot In straight heats, 'wi'h Me "' ela 1 lnai "8 v''1
Ginty second In th first heat and.1"" t,a"
any liai1 "
" approached on
Walter X.. owned by Dr. C. 11. Cams the matter,
and that
iionuuu
ami .1 riven liv V I. TriniUe second:""
had been done regarding it whatever.
21
in the second heat.
Time
Is
Colonel
Sellers, who
promoting
and 1 : 1 a
a pioposed electric line Into the HighThe. 2 tin pace went to Ci
lands,
stated that several large subowned and driven by W. II.
straight heats; Hallie, scriptions on tho $15,(mmi subsidy had
iu
been received this morning, and thnt
owned and driven ny T. J. Siiintck, he
was In 'nopes tho City council
second.
Time 2:40 iu both heats. would
see the matter of granting t hi
,
Cello, entered In this race by O.
company a franchise, in the right
was scratched, for whit li the new
light, and grant the petition for a
club levied a fine.
The 1:20 pace went to Mozelle, franchise.
As to what the city council will
owned and driven by W. E. Trimble, really
do In tne matter, remains to be
in straight heats, beating lil tck Ike,
but the subject will be dtsiiosed
owned by Ed. Newcuiier and driven seen,
by Dr. iieliien.
lime 1: 11'-- .. and ,,f tonight at their regular inciting.
e

e

free-for-a- ll

e

tin-par-

1

''a,i'

1

',''

1

.

,

Hun-uingto-

Her-ger-

1:14.

Long Distance Foot Race.
New York, June 4. Henry Schmchl
und Albert E. Corey, the two famous
long distance
runners, suait today

from here on a long distance race to
Chicago. IXK-authletes are greatly
interested In th i' race and will watch
the trial of speed and endurance with
Uoth men
a great deal of interest.
have been training faithfully for the
big race and are said to be lu excellent condition. Several prominent
Frenchmen in Chicago have backed
Corey considerably to win the race,
Both men have remarkable recorda as
endurance runners, but have never
undertaken a race over buch a long
course.
l

LUNA COUNTY PRISON- ERS BOUND FOR PEN
Sheriff

D.

11.

Stevens, of Euna

coun-

ty, parsed through the city this morning en route to Santa Fe with four
I rlsoners
destined to do terms in the
The prisonterritorial penitentiary.
ers are the grist of the late Euna county court, presided over by Judge Par-

ker, and were as follows:
Jack Thomas, sentenced to three
years for burglary.
William Means, three years for
burglary.
Jack 1 lagan, one year for larceny,
T. Cadino, four years for burslarjr.

.
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Tkt

Citizen

Weak.

kf

Publlthlof Company

H0OOOOOOXt"
FOR YOUR

maintain at least a nominal neutrality
It la very easy to imagine mm a victim of en unfortunate popular belief.
BAILEY S TEMPER ONLY
PRESIDENT'S HINDRANCE
All winter long the. question of the

nomination
republican presidential
has lKen an absorbing one in Washi
ngton, but it is only lately that the
possibilities
democratic presidential
have lcen discussed with any degree
of seriousness. This results, no doubt.
from the fact that only recently has
OffUUl Paper
Bernalillo County he democratic breast been the abld- -mm4 City of Albuquerque.
ng place of wonted democratic opiuiism. Events of the winter nave
Dltpttcbaa.
ImW FxmCityRfWrMM
shaped themselves that democrats,
so
tmt C.wty ClrnliK.
larfart
now believe they have more than nn
The irtwt Nm Ink Ctreatalt.
even chance of coming off victorious
lirgart W.rttiart Hte Clrtulltlw.
elec- in this year's congressional
Optimism breeds optimism,
TtRMI OF UltCRIPTIONI 14 00 ions.
specially with democrats, and hope
W Ml. aa. rar la truM.
Mr
.K)
hr Mit aa axmta
this year begets hope for 1908.
for
Mr
loo
ay aaaU. ana raar
Waafc
nave
AH along Bryan and Hearst
likely
most
regarded
as
een
the
per
month
Carrier,
Dully by
60c
eaders In the democratic race two
Q Titan will be a'aUraraa' aa U
years from now. Very lately Senator
hm
Mr
rata af M aaata pr waak. ar for to Bailey of Texas has come to be look
a, w a ita. araaa aal Italy.
He
ed upon as a probable contender.
Mmtlilai lU. Made liotn M Application has grown measurably this winter in
the esteem of his colleagues and of
Baaiafl in wH aaafar a faer br Mtifrhx na he public, and since Senator Gorman
KaiaiiBiaUly am aay
af tba papar.
has been virtually Incapacitated lty
lattara and naniftaaeaa ahonld ha addraaaad to
ITTaa
recognized
PuBuanma Comajit. Drafu, Illness. Senator Bailey Is
Cn
efeaaka. aaatafflea and ewpraae aaonar ardra as the democratic leaden in the senpayable ta tar ardar at Ui
aa
te.
ar.
If Senntor Bailey is not a conspic
uous figure before the next democratic
Colorado ir national convention it will be very
aVvtnmatle IAS
largely liecause of one thing his
temper. His honesty and his great
HAS
abilities are admitted generally, but
conservative men fear his rashness.
A man who elves way to his own pas
sions, they argue, is not safe to trust
HIS
with the administration of tne govIt is true that historians
ernment.
have given high rank to presidents of
ON
tho past who had ungovernable tempers, but the difficulty Is that demo
crats may forget this when it comes
for
to selecting a standard bearer
19U8. Abologists for Senator Baileys
This Now Declared by His temper
compare him to Andrew jasK
son. and it must be admitted that
ilhere is an antness in the compari
Enemies Its Influson. Hut me times are umereni uuw,
and the noliticial situation Is vastly
ence on Taft.
different. Jackson was the idol of
his nartv. which Bailey is not though
me mleht become sucn. l no cniei
difficulty
Is that since Jackson's time
PRESIDENTIAL
AS
BAILEY
the United States has grown enor
mously rich, and riches always make
for conservatism.
Timber for 1908 Congress There can le no doubt that Bailey
as a presidential candidate, wuuiu ie
an attractive figure, and would fire
Will Not Adjourn Bethe hearts and imaginations of Am
erica's young men. Bryan fired the
fore July.
hearts and imaginations of young men
In 189;, but he did not attain the
presidency. General Grant said that
S.
By Sheldon
Cline.
"the democratic party can always be
Special Correspondence.
deoended unon to make a d d fool of
Washington, D. C, June 4. Secre- itself at the richt lime." and that Gen
tary of War Taft just now Is the vic eral Grant was in a measure right is
tim of more conflicting rumors than resnonaible for many republican vic
any other man In public life. Ten tories. It is not meant here that by
days ago it was Announced on "high nominating Bailey the democratic
authority" that his nomination as an party would necessarily make a fool
associate Justice of the United States of Itself: but It Is true that tne aem
supreme court would be sent, to the ocratic party has been sobered by its
senate before the adjournment of the chastisements at the polls, and If the
present session of congress. The men who represent the party in
high authority" was not given in the Washington are of sufficient influence
published reports, but privately
to control the situation, the next
member of ithe cabinet was said to be democratic nominee will be made pri
responsible for the story. Now it is marlly with a view to capturing s
eald. again on "high authority," that maioritv of the electoral votes.
the story vas utterly without founda
Democrats are verv. very tired of
. .
tion.
playing a minor role. Radical demo
The latest version is that Mr. crats in 1896 nominated Bryan, and
Roosevelt stands ready to send in were still in the saddle In 1900. Con
the nomination of Mr. Taft whenever servatlve democrats, at both elections,
the latter says the word, but that he refused to support the democratic
1s persistently
urging his war mln nominee. Conservative democrats. In
later to hold off until there is some 1904, nominated Parker, and radical
better chance of determining In what democrats, either stayed away from
direction the presidential cat is going the polls or voted for Roosevelt. The
to Jump. It has been asserted before, result was three crushing defeats for
and now the statement is made with the democracy. The radical and the
renewed emphasis, that Mr. Taft is conservative wings of the party were
Mr. Roosevelt's choice for the presi- far apart, and displayed no evidence
dential succession, and that should of a desire to get together upon com
Mr. Taft consent to enter the running mon ground.
all the vast power of the presidetial
Today the situation is different, and
office would be used to further his If It. continues to be as it is today
chances.
until 1908, there is going to be trouble
Just what benefit Mr. Roosevelt's for the republican presidential nom
support would be to Mr. Taft In a inee. There is evidenced among all
race for the 1908 nomination is a mat- ibrands and shades of democrats a de
ter of very conflicting opinion in sire to make such concessions as are
Wellington. During the past month necessary to bring about unity in the
the statement has been frequently party, and to nominate a ca'ndldate
beard In private and the other day and enunciate a platform calculated
It was made from the floor in con- to unite instead of divide the demo
gress that the president's popularity cratic vote. If this purpose reaches
is on the wane and that he is des- the stage of fruition, the G. O. 1
tined to go out of office a discredited might aB well take In sails and get
executive.
These statements, foe it ready to face a storm. In the present
remembered, are made by Mr. Roose- state of the public mind on certain
velt's enemies, who are both num- vital questions of economic policy,
erous and active in congress and who there will be no republican walk over
claim allegiance in about equal num- in 1908, If the democrats get to
ber to the republican and democratic gether.
parties. These men may have some
means of gauging public sentiment SOUTH CLAIMS SLIGHT
that is denied to more ordinary morIN CONSULAR
SERVICE
tals. There certainly has been made
In a speech in the house, the other
public here no convincing evidence day, during the dt'bate on Represent
that the president Is on the down- ative Longworth's proposition that
grade of personal poularity. If the the United States should own the
tone of the press In various parts of homes of Its ambassadors and min
the country Is to be accepted as a isters In the capitals of the world,
trustworthy barometer, he is as strong Representative
Burleson of Texas
today as he ever was and h's in no gave sonio interesting figures to show
wise suffered because he failed to get that the south is almost completely
all he has asked of congress.
overlooked lu the appointment of
Even if It could be assurred, howand consular officers. In the
ever, that Mr. Roosevelt's popularity eleven southern states of Virginia,
day
would continue unbroken to the
South
North Carolina,
Carolina,
upon which the next republican na- Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Ixjuislana,
by
convene,
it
tional convention will
Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennessee and
no means follows that his endorse- Texas. Mr. Burleson said, there are
over
but.
ment and support would be an
three diplomatic officers,
as
whelming advantage to Mr. Taft, or to against the central east with thirty-threany other aspirant for the nomination.
New Kngland, fourteen; midIn the early days of the republic dle west, thirty-twI'acific slope,
sufficiently eight, and the District of Columbia,
there were presidents
strong to dictate the selection of their four.
succesors. but no chief executive of
As to consular officers, the figures
'
the present generation has attempted are si ill more interesting. Mr. Bursuch a thing. In these days of the leson showing that from fifteen southtelegraph, of wide newspaper read-In- s ern states, with a membership in the
and of enlightened public opinion house of 132, there were but twenty-fou- r
it is a very open question if such an
consular officers, the states of
attempt would not react upon the fav- Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri and
ored candidate and insure his down- Delaware having seven of this num- fall.
Wide acceptance of the belief, v
therefore, that Mr. Taft entered the
race as the favored candidate of Mr.
Roosevelt might so weaken an otherwise strong man as to place hlni enIn
tirely outside of consideration.
this light, the situation becomes very
unfrounate for Mr. Taft. If he accepts the appointment to the supreme
bench he is removed, of course, as a
If he refuses
presidential quantity.
the appointment, or if the vacancy
created by the retirement of Mr. Jus- takes away that tired look
is left unfilled, the pubtice
lic will at once conclude that he is a fi;oin lady's ticc afu-- the house work
presidential candidate, and, more to is dune. Gives her complexion
a refined
the point, that he is Mr. Roosevelt's
presidential candidate. Of this situ- glow nnil velvety smoothness whieh s
of the opposing
ation the
detection. It is not a cosmetic,.! ut
candidates are bound to make the
a
delightfully
cleansing and beautifying
would
most, and at the Lett Mr. Taft
likely lose as much as he would gain liquid which works with Nature to put
even from the open and energetic
fiu-at its best.
support of Mr. Roosevelt. Should the a wniiiun'i
situation shape itself along the most
probable lines, and Mr. Roosevelt
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Union r Postal Tele-graph office for an A. D. T. messenger
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Brain

Brokr$
a

917 Chemical Building, St. Louie

WANTED Two stone masons at Abraham's Kmployment office.
s
A
at
WAN t KI
barber,
Garrett's Bhaving parlors, Socorro,
first-clas-

CO..

First and Gold Avt.

N. M.

Prop'rt.

00Oe0

;

Painless
ALL

efe

6.00
$1.50 Up

....50c

Extracting

WORK

II

ft
Ifr W

1

B, F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

B. A. SLEY&TER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Telephone,
174.
Automatic
NOTARY

t

her.

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unaurpaaaed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Two Lo'.c,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON
$1,000
800

fice.

WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$20
WANTED Branch managers;
oaeh. weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abra
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
FOH RENT.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse in
the Highlands, 12 per month. Ad
dress. Highlands, Citizen office.
FOR RENT Two light airy furnished rooms. No. 215 North Seventh

4

lax

ALLOWED

Furniture,

Wagona and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
aa $200.00. Loana are quickly raalft
utre
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

book-keepe-

fW

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

j

INTEREST

d

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

On

NEW MEXICO

Capita) cikj Surplus. $100,000

1

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses

WANTED Experienced cook. Small
family. Apply between 7 and 8
o'clock p. m. Mrs. J. A. Barnard, St.
Joseph Sanitarium
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
r
WANTED Position es
or assistant liookkeeper. Under- CORNER
stand stenography and can furnish INSiUE
typewriter. Address, A. B., this of-

Both Phones

ALBUQUERQUK

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

lerical)

to fill hundreds of
Clerica, i minion arm rairman dom
Kloae, pari"- - rm 1,0011 to fft.000 a year. If jroo
tare a high ftrade man write fur booklet and atata the
wind ot posltlun yuu desire, Offices la li elite.

PHARMACY

B. BRIGGS

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

and you can rely upon It, aa we have not failed before, that your
money l not thrown away. We have a I no rented hundred! of houat
by oif want ade, aa well aa sold nearly everything we have sdver-tiir- t
through them.

WANTED.

B

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Per Word Insertion

tT)chntcal)(PoeHlone)(SBLleamiyrO

ALVARADO

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so. we can secure it for yog by a mall
want aJ. ta The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

Persons who have their prescriptions filled at our store
need have no foar of substitution, of which so much Is now
being written.
For prescription work we use
only the finest drugs and chemicals manufactured,
and use
exactly what the physician directs.
So many
precautions
are
taken by lis that a mistake Is
practically impossible.

Uln

ROOSEVELT

BO

GOOD

fn

EVENING CITIZEN.

The middle Btates, with eighty-tomembers, are represented with
seventy-fou- r
consular officers: New
England, fifty-simiddlo western
states, ninety-onslope,
Pacific
eleven, and the District of Columbia,
eighteen.
The District or Columbia, Mr. Burleson states, was reserved for the
"man who cuts the pie." He Insisted
that the. discrimination against the street
south as to diplomatic and consular FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
officers marked the president as one
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. xi
of the bitterest partisans, and he proWest Railroad avenue.
tested against such favoritism.
FOR REN i A cool, pleasant front
room on ground floor. No sick peo
EARLY ADJOURNMENT IS
ple need apply. 301 North Second
NOT NOW SO PROBABLE
street, opposite fire station.
The belief prevailed last week that
congress would adjourn not later FOR KENT Nice furnished rooms,
than June 15, but there has been a with electric HghU and bath, for
new shuffle of the cards, and it now
light housekeeping
and sleeping
seems more probable that the sespurposes. Inquire at corner of
sion may last until some time in July.
Railroad avenua and Fourth street.
Speaker Cannon, it is Bald, thinks
Over hardware store.
he sees In the present situation an
FOR SALE.
opportunity to score a point on the
senate; and Cannon never overlooks FOrTsAUS A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
an opportunity of that kind. Having
new, at a bargain.
For particudisposed of the rate bill, senators are
lars, call at this office.
anxious to quit and go home. CandouDle-ba- r
non would like to have the senate FOR SALE A
shotgun; bran new
reled,
take up and dispose of the Philipnever has been used; one ot th
pine tariff bill, and there are sevbest makes. Call at The Citizen ot
eral measures in conference that he
flee for particulars.
would like to see shaped up more to
his liking. With the senate anxious FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor
to adjorn and the house, or rather the
grand piano, in use only four
speaker, prepared to stay here all
months, cause of selling, sickness.
summer, Mr. Cannon would be in a
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
position to get a good many things
at 702 West Coal avenue.
that otherwise would be denied him. FOR SALE Nine unimproved lots on
Anyone interested in the time of
North Third street; will soon be ac
adjournment, therefore, would do well
cessible to street car service. Will
to heek his eyes on the gentleman
is
sell at a bargain if purchaser
from Illinois.
found at once. A., this office.
FOR SALE My general merchandise
REAPING BENEFIT.
business located four miles from
Belen. A rare chance for some one
From the Experience of Albuquerque
to step into a nice money-makin- g
People.
business. Will bear full investigaWe are fortunate Indeed to be able
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
to profit by tho experience of our
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N.
neighbors. The public utterances of
Mex.
Albuquerque residents on the follow- FOR SALE Stock and timber" ranch;
ing subject will interest and benefit
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
thousands of our readers. Read this
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
statement.
'Tis emphatic and con-- farming implements.
Two
vincing. No better proof can be had.
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
C. G. Lott. for ten years station
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
master in Albuquerque, now retired
government reservation.
Plenty of
from active cares of life, residence
water. Price. $4,500, Easy terms.
315 North Arno street, says: "I had
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
attacks of backache stretching over
212 West Gold avenue.
a period of three years. One of them
sets oT snelving,
occurred shortly before Doan's Kid- FOR SALE Two
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
ney Pills came to my notice and I
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
went to a drug store for a box. I
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
knew the cause of my trouble arose
from Imperfect action of the kidneys
LOST.
because of the behavior of the kidney LOST Sunburst: pin, set with pearls
secretions and their conditlou fully
Re
and small diamond In center.
proved it, but what to do to check
turn to Highland Pharmacy and re
the trouble was a mystery.
Doan's
ceive reward.
Kidney Pills effectively stopped the
dlcinulty. If every one In Albuquer PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
que receives the great benefit I did
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
from that remedy, kidney complaint,
Building
Bonds" and addressed to the
backache and trouble with the kidney
secretions will cease to exist in this ( sty Clerk, Albuquerque. N. M.,'
will be received at the office of the
vicinity."
For sale by all dealers. Price r.O el'.;,-- clerk of Albuquerque, N. M.. un
cents Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. t'l 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1900, for
Y., sole agents for the United States. an issue of thirty thousand (J30.000)
Remember the name Doan's and dollars of city building bonds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certif63
take no other.
ied check for one thousand ($1,000)
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No ddlars must
accompany each bid,
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
sum to be forfeited to the city,
pared to give thorough 6calp treat aa liquidated damages, by the bidder
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns in case of failure ot performance by
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She him if his bid Is accepted.
gives massage treatment and manlcur
Said city building bonds are to be
lng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation Issued In the denomination of one
of complexion cream builds up the thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
skin and Improves the complexion, to brar Interest at a rate not to
and Is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
four (4) per cent rer annum,
otis. She also prepares a hair tonic and are to be sold at not less than
cures
that
and prevents dandruff and their par value. Both principal and
r.air falling out; restores life to dead lutes est are to be paid in New York
hair; removes moles, warts and su;ind the interest Is to be payable
s :ni annually on the first days of Jan-d.- i
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
ry and July of each year.
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
aid bonds are to bo payable at the
purely vegetable compounds. Have (:! 'i i;i of the city, twenty (20) years
just added a vibrator machine for
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
treatment of scalp, face and cure of yiars after date. The right la re-wrinkles. It Is also used for rueuma-tismtv, d t reject any and all bids.
1"
pains and massage.
t further information, address
l! " v F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer--.
you do
If your Htomacii troubles
M.
not conclude mat there Is no cure, fori liv order of the city council.
a great many have ben permanently
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
May 2. 190C.
Liver i ablets. (Jet a free sample at
any drug store and give thetn a trbil.
Tne picnic baskets for jale at the
They also cure constipation and
Mclntoih Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
ur

x;

e;
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Best Location

8ANTA FE

6V

in the City.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
work

Notarial

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

ALBUQUERQUE, N. K.

CARDS

Ornoat and Director,
v
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD4J
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
FRANK McKEH
m.
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDQ

LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
ATTORNEY
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in ail courts of the territory and befote the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

N. W., Washington,

lands,

patents,

V.

R. W. U. Bryan.
.

que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

Albuquer
National

E. W. Dobaon.
.
Office Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. MUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
OH. W. G. SHADRACH,
6--

High-Frequen- cy

limited to Eye, Ear, Noae
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313 M West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5

g
$

"

.'i,.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.

0

DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
T
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

000CXX3X00OC
"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLI8HBD 1171

Lm

O,

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

0
0

GROCER

S

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUI, N. If.
SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

EXPENSE

As well as sickness and possibly loss
of life, by having defective plumbing
taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
fit you up a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

J. R. Farwell,
Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

23. N. T.

Thoa. K. D. Myddleon,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue.

B&imR

Black

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Room

"National
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

UNDERTAKER.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.

IS WELCOME

AT THE

'.

4&te

IB--

Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,

$250,000.0

YOUR ACCOUNT

Practice

p.

9SO0,00Mt

orocrocococcC3 oo

DR.

Office,

DEPOSITORY.

Depository for Atchison. Topeka A Banta Fe Railway Company

caveats

copyrights,

.

President
Tlce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

,

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

32 F street
D. C. Pensions,

letter patents, trade marks, claims.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

RY.

Wt

VETERNINARIAN.

Standard Heating & Plumbing

Dr. F, L. Schneider.

Second street.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo.. Black 35.
Resilience 'phone. Auto., 747.
Office,

424

North

AND

CONTRACTOR

Auto phone, 671.

BUILDER.

Morgan.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic "phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.

eT.

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

A. L.

BEAUTY

C.

-

ERM
AM 5
PAINT BUILDING PAPER
Always In"
Covers more, looks best, wears 6,ock'
1 IastcrLime' Cement,
longest, most economlacl. full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

11

-

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

CULTURE.

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.
The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dryer; Radio Bell, tine of the latest scientific discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.
SUITE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726
Making No Bets on the Return.
Oscar G. Miller is the owner of a
new automobile, purchased from Geo.
They will return from
W. Lanham.
Indianapolis in it this evening, barUnd.)
ring accidents. Greenburg
News.
te

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

MONDAY,

JUNE

'ALBUQUERQUE
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DON'T GO TO
FRISCO FOR

Colorado Telephone Co. Spending
$100,000 in City Improvements

Saw Mills Employing
Double Shifts

Railroad Shops Employing More Men

WORK

DJKBirqjlMKB

THERE ARE 25,000 IDLE MEN IN
THE CITY NOW AND THOUSANDS MORE JVHO WENT TO
ARE
AND
NEARBY
TOWNS
WAITING FOR THE WORD TO
ISLABOR
UNION
RETURN
TO THE
WARNING
A
SUES
WORKINGMEN OF THE EAST.
Special Correspondence:
San Francisco, Cal., June 4. "Mr.
Eastern Workman, lo not come to
San FranclBco now seeking employment. There are enough workmen
here out of employment to meet every
demand."
- This Is the advice the heads of
organized labor are sending broadcast. They declare a mistaken Impression became circulated to the effect that as soon as the banks should
open the demand for labor would be
far in advance of the supply.
"As a matter of fact there are
25.000 workmen In San Francisco to
day out of employment." said W. P.
AlcCabe, secretary of the San Fran
Cisco Labor Council.
"And thre Is also a more ImpoA
rtant feature to be considered.
large percentage of the laboring men
that left San Francisco only went to
nearby towns, and are waiting there
for conditions to make It possible
for them to return and go to work.
"Persons anxious to cause an influx of labor are either not taking
consideration of the fact that there
are thousands of idle workmen within
100 or 20O miles of the city, or else
they are endeavoring to have an overflow of labor at hand in order to obtain a lower wage scale.
"The army of unemployed men Is
supplemented by the many thousands
of women wage earners who have
been deprived of employment.
"Under the most favorable conditions these people cannot secure work
for some time yet, as if the insurance companies do not pay their
losses within a reasonable time many
thousands of the unemployed will be
compelled to leave town.
"We are doing our utmost to have
the east learn of the exact situation.
Already many eastern workmen have
arrived, only to find that they had
been misinformed. There is no place
for the newcomer to live, and no
work for him to do. When the time
comes that the men and women left
here cannot perform the work that
is to be done, the word will be given
and a cordial welcome extended to
workers of other sections. But don't
accept as the truth the statements of
employment agents .regarding conditions here now or in the future."
The exact number of union men
that have left the city, either for
nearby towns, to remain temporarily
or for other points, to live permanently, cannot as yet be ascertained. All
of the unions have issued notices to
members to communicate at once..

BITTEN BY

A

SKUNK

FREYER AND WIFE, AND E.
J. FULLER BITTEN Br SKUNKS
WHILE SLEEPING.
On Wednesday night at their camp
near Marshall's Lake, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas C. Fryer, while sleeping,
were bitten by a skunk, says the
Flagstaff Sun. Mr. Fryer was bitten
on the right cheek, and the animal
had to be pulled away by Mrs. Fryer,
who was bitten on the left hand.
They came to Flagstaff and left on
Thursday night for the Pasteur institute, Chicago, for treatment for hydrophobia. The skunk which bit
tuem was captured and taKen to Chicago. The skunk is not known to be
what is called a "'hydrophobia skunk,''
and it is hoped that this may be determined at the Pasteur Institute.
Friday night of last week E. J. Fuller, of Pine, Gila county, who was on
his way to Flagstaff was bitten on
the right hand by a skunk. The animal was caught and killed. Whether
or not the skunk was of the hydrophobia kind is not known, but Mr.
Fuller decided 'he would take no risk,
and left Monday for the Chicago tas-teu- r
institute for treatment.
In the past, a number of persons
have been bitten by skunks and in a
number of instances those bitten died
of hydropnobia, and a number have
'been treated at the Pasteur institute.
'. C.

COLORED DEVINE
USED

HIS GUN

OBJECTED
BUT FAILED TO HIT
TO HIS WIFE SEEING "ALABAMA BLOSSOMS."

The other evening, the "Alabama
Blossoms," a black comedy company,
gave an entertainment at Prettyman's
opera house, which wa attended by
nearly all the colored population of
Clifton, says the Copper Era. Among
those present was the wife of the colored Baptist minister, Rev. Kinchin,
who was seated alongside of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Edmonston. The reverend,
it seems, was strongly opposed to his
Bloswife attending the "Alabama
soms" entertainment, and had expostulated with her in regard thereto,
but apparently to no avail. When the
entertainment was in full swing, and
one of the dusky maidens was "cutting the pigeon's wing," the reverend
walked into the hall and requested
his better half to at once accompany
him hence, as In his ministerial mind,
the surroundings were not appropriate
for the wife of a minister of the gospel. But the good lady had paid her
money and she proiosel to see the
thing through, if it took all night.
The reverend retired, and, as subsequent events proved, returned home
and armed himself.
After the entertainment closed, and
as the crowd filed past the Johnson
hall, a pistol shot rang out on the
night air, which was quickly followed
by another, and then another, and a
little later by two more. It was the
preacher shooting at his disobedient
There were
wife, or at Edmonston.
eight or ten people in the crowd into
which the reverend discharged his
gun, and how he managed to miss all
of them will long remain a mystery
to those who were present during the

Albuquerque Traction Co. Building Two Miles of Extensions

The Wool Scouring Plant is
Running Full Capacity

University Neights, the coming residence section
of the city Beautiful 5 foot lots 25 to i5Q.
Only
a month, HJo (Interest
The building

an Electric Car Line to the University will Double
the value of this property.

of

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T CO.
Bhooting.
The shots were fired at
close range, and barely missed the
heads of several people, among them
being Sam Edmonston, who, it seems,
was the inn'ocent cause of arousing
the nnger and perhaps ithe Jealousy
of the preacher. Sam, realizing that
he was in no way responsible for the
difficulty, failed to get scared when
the shooting commenced, and in calm
tone.? called to the preacher to "cut it
out," but instead of that he continued
to cut loose until his ammunition was
exhausted. Sam is satisfied that his
coolness saved his life, for had he
become excited and dodged around a
little it would have been impossible
for him to have failed to connect with
some of the flying bullets that were
perforating the atmosphere of the entire neighborhood. After the battle
was over and the smoke had rolled
away, the reverend was placed under
arrest, charged with conduct unbecoming a minister of the gospel. On
the following day he was taken before
Justice N'eff, who placed him under a
bond of $300 for his appearance before the next grand Jury. Being unable to furnish the bond he was taken
to Solomonville, where he is now
boarding and rooming at Hotel de
Sands.
RAIN-MAKE- R

X

Z X

X

X

"AFFINITY
VAPORS" MAGICIAN
$10,000
AGREES TO
SUPPLY
FOR
WORTH OF
SHOWERS
JOHN BULL.
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How Good Food may
Turn to Poison

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

r

x x x x x x x x

x-
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NOTARIES PUBLIC
is not digestion, you
APPOINTED SATURDAY.
even when it takes
The following have been appointed
In the stomach.
notaries public by Governor Hager-nian- :
E. L. Price, of Socorro, Socorro
Food decayed in the body
county, and James Walker, of Estan-cla- , after being eaten is as dangerous to
Torrance county.
health as food decayed before being eaten.
Food nourishes or poisons, just accordTO
SISTERS
OPTN
HOSPITAL AT ROSWELL. ing to how long it remains in the Bowels
The Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother undigested.
in charge of St. Mary's hospital at
Cascarets are the simplest and surest
Roswell, which has Just t)on com- safeguard
against Delayed Digestion yet
pleted, have given notice that the hospital will be formally opened with a discovered.
public reception Sunday afternoon,
June 10, from 1 until 5 o'clock.
Sold in a thin Enamel Box, half as
PROF. AND MRS CARRERA
thick as your watch, which fits into the
TO CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY.
Prof, and Mrs. J. C. Carrera, of Las vast pocket or lady's purse as If It grew
there.
Cruces, will celebrate their twenty-fiftIn this round-edge- d
marriage anniversary on June 15
Enamel Box are
at their Las Cruces home. Prof. found six small Candy Tablets.
Carrera is a mining expert and enOne of these toothsome tablets works
gineer, well known throughout
New
wonders for digestion.
Mexico and Arizona.
Soon as placed in the mouth it starts
the Saliva flowing, which at once gets to
work dissolving It.
The Saliva becomes blended with the
Candy Cascaret tablet, and from the
moment they start going down your
throat together they start working together.
Now, what do they work at? Bowel-wor- k,
of course
Digestion.

the county and has secured the
planing mill or the I. A. Dye saw mill,
which later will be located In the
Manzano mountains near the; "fresh
air" town, says the Estancia News.
The road to Mountalnair is an easy
For the first time in the world's one and the freighting of lumber to
history, a government has employed that point will be comparatively easy.
a mere man to make rain. Hitherto The location of the planing mill at
the higher powers have been be- this place will give employment to a
Most of the Digestion occurs In the
sought, on bended knee, but, in this
thirty feet of Intestines that connect with
day when money and science is working such wonders, the British governthe Stomach.
IRCE ARBITRATION
ment has entered into a contract with
They are lined with a set of little
INSTEAD
OF WAR
Charles M. Hatfield of Los Angeles,
mouths, that squeeze Digestive Juices
to supply enough rain at Dawson,
into the Food eaten.
Alaska, to make the mines, recently
The Digestive Juices thus mix with
closed on account of drouth, pay
the food, just as Saliva mixes with Casauain. For this, if he is successful,
Hatfield is to receive $10,000 Americaret tablets, dissolving and changing
can dollars. He is now en route to
that food into nourishment, as it passes
the frozen north with a cargo of
along the channel.
vapors," and an establishe.l
reputation as a rainmaker.
Can he deliver the goods?
numbtrof men, thus materially aiding
iie growth of the town.
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
The freight business already being
Trouble,
done at Mountalnair is not a smal.
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and
.hii, lr Ilanlnn
Itftn In Itu.tlf
well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
was appointed freight agent there lie
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
took It as a sort of joke, but he has
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
found that It Is any ding but a Joke.)
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
Every day strings of wagons are
I make this statement
after having
.lined up at the sratiim tor ireight for
used the remedy in my family for sevthe neighboring I'iwjs. and Agent
eral years. I am never without, it."
lliinlon is a busy man.
This remedy is almost sure to be
fore the summer is over.
needed
MILITARY INSTITUTE
Why not buy it now, and be tprepared
BARN BURNED.
lor such an emergency? For sale by
The barn at the New Mexico Milall druggists.
itary institute was discovered on fire
.
o
tne other day. The stable man who
1
APACHES IN WESTERN
slept in the second st ry barely esSOCORRO COUNTY.
caped alive by jumping from a winK.
ALBERT
SMILEY.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Barnes and
dow.
He succeeded m turning
For the twelfth time a conference three horses out of the barn. As the
in Socorro the
youn.? son arrived
other morning from a stay of several on International arbitration will be stable man does not smoke. It ig the
beweeks at Alma, says the Chieftain. held at I.ake Mohonk. N. Y., the ses- lieved i.iat some thief in search of a
Mr. Barnes reports that the Apaches sion this year being May
L bale or bay or
of bran must have
are getting into mischief out in the John V. Foster of Washington, form- struck a matchsack
while prowling about
western part of the county. They re- er I'nited States Secretary of State, in the loft, and set tire to the loose
cently stole a horse from him that he was the presiding officer. The con- hay tn thj floor.
Three wagons and
thought the finest in the count rv.
ference discussed International arbi- some harness were burned with the
tration solely anil works to bring building. Tlie total loss is fully
An Alarming Situation
about its gradual uiloption by tbe si.uoo, i,nt is covered by insurance.
Frequently results from neglect of powers.
cl 'gged bowels and torpid liver, until
The conference originated In lS!ij, THE SAN MIGUEL
constipation oeeomes chronic. This with an invitation
by Albert
K.
COUNTY GRAND JURY.
condition is unknown to those who Smiley, owner of the Lake Mohonk
The United States grand Jury beuse Dr. King's New Life Pills, the estate, to prominent men to meet as fore it was discharged at Ias Vegas
best and gentlest regulators of Stom- his guests and take up the discussion Saturday afternoon returned Indictach and Bowels.
Guaranteed by all of arbitration.
A meeting has been ments against the Santa Fe Railway
druggist. Price 23c.
company and the Colorado Fuel and
held annually since then.
In

"af-fiini- ty

j

1
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This Nutriment Is then carried Into the
Blood, and spread over the Body as
Brain, B,one and Brawn.
But, when the
are weak,
the Food moves too slowly to stimulate
the little Gastric Mouths and there is no
flow, or too little flow of Digestive Juice,
to change the food Into nourishment.
Then, the food decays in the Bowels,
and In the thirty feet of Intestines.
When this Decay begins the little suction pumps draw Poison from the decayed
Food, into the blood, instead of the Nutrl-tio- n
it should have drawn.
Now, Cascarets contain the only; combination of drugs that Stimulates these
Muscles of the Bowels and Intestines Just
as a Cold Bath, or open-ai- r
Exercise,
stimulates a Lazy Man.
Cascarets therefore act ike Exercise.
They produce the same sort of Natural
result that a Six Mile walk in the country
would produce, without any injurious
Chemical effect.
The Vest Pocket Cascaret Box is sold
by all Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold in bulk. Every tablet stamped
Bowel-Muscl-

h

TO HAVE
PLANING MILL.
Mountalnair Is not to be outdone In
manufacturing interests by any town

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

--

Automatic Phone, 292.

The Intestines are also lined with millions of little suction pumps, that draw
the Jutrirnent from Food, as It passes
them In going through.

DECAY

MOUNTAINAIR

UNDER CONTRACT

X

ALBUQUERQUE,

es

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranees.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE

&

117 Gold Avenue
'tnrrwTTTiririiinraiiiiiiiM

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if ahe tellg you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (tr you ehouid forget the order), that you could not
And it, for every
a
grocer
handles EMPRESS. You will alway
And good bread, good blacuiU, good
pastry and moat important ol all
good cheer to gTeet you when yog
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreta of
all other.
flrst-claa-

"CCC."
XV

GO.

FREE TO OUR. FRIENDS!

We want to send to our

frirndi a beautiful

BONBON BOX.
in colon. It is a beauty for ithe
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps it asked as a
measure of ecod faith and to cover cost ol Cascarets,
with whictTuiis dainty trinket Is loaded.
726
Frcrch-drsifnt-

(

mentioning thii paper. Address
Snd
Sterling Krmedy Company. Chicago or New York.

jUi

fii

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

M.

Iron company, for granting and receiving rebates on coal shipments in
MERCHANT TAILORING
alleged violation of the interstate
commerce law. The xact charge is
NO. 209 WEST
n t yet made public, but it is said to UPSTAIRS, OVER
money in it is a
specify that the railroad was Indicted
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMarticle
good to have and fine to
lor granting rebates and the Fuel and
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Iron cutni any for receiving them. The
keep.
A bank book which shows
coal In quest bn, it is said, was haulMy merchant tailoring shop is uped from .Starkville, Colo., to Denting, stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- that you have a comfortable sum
Niw .Mexico, wnere it was sent into nue, where I solicit the patronage of
In the bank is far better than the
southern Arizona.
All work guaranteed first- I the public.
pocket-boowith money In it. The
class, as I have nad fifteen years' exWriting for the Magazines.
perience
in
the
business.
made
Suits
bank
Is
book
handler, safer ana
The prisoner had spent half an to order.
cleaned, pressed ana
hour in addressing the court after repaired. Clothes
far nioro convenient.
The spocific I use will not
sentence had been Imposed.
injure the cloth. Ijadies' garments
This bank offers every facility
"Come, come," said the Judge, at
also cleaned and walking skirts made
last. "I am perfectly willing that to order.
for a bank account. Small acme
Give
a
trial.
you shall make a statement of auy
O. BAMBINI.
count are as welcome as large
leng'th if it contains any reason or
argument. Hut you appear to be talkones, and receive the same careful
ing iigainnt time."
-attention.
You've got the idea. Judge,"
and CURE
the prisoner. "I'm trying to
LUNC8
A small busluess requires a bank
off about ten
get you to knock
account
Just as well as a, large
years."
WITH
q
business. A bank account is
Members of the Highest Circle.
IIU
jo spu
l enojJniA
Misses Winnie and Daily Garrett,
college, were with
ness.
of Georgetown
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Gar" Price
0NSUMPTI0N
rett, for a few days the past week.
BOoMI-OOUGHtantf
FORfJ
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Ky.
I
Democrat.
Winchester
OLDS
Free Trial.
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
Walter Wellman has started for the
Buroat and UuicJteat Cure for all
not
it
we'll
finds
If
he
pole.
north
THROAT and LUNO TROUBA Citizen want ad is a good In-- !
be obliged to continue to answer the
LES, or MONEY BACK,
vestment.
Wellman?"
is
"Who
question

A pocket book with

handy

I
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These Things
Avoid
time of year the deadly ptonmine

OOCCCOC0000
Upton Sinclair on
Packing House Meat

Mckinley county

O0OCKXXXO0XXXXX20XXXX00XX

List of Grand and Petit Juries

I

charge, and

district court

corruption and of criminal neglipoison is guilty of bribery and
This 18 the
worse,
of the food of an entire
preparation
gence
or
In
the
prowls In search of victims. It may lurk In a succulent
me,
though 1 have-dare-d
pie
not
sued
has
nation,
veal
Armour
and
a
game,
fat
high
rork chop, a dainty morsel of
or many other dishes prepared from animal foods. pres- him again and again to do it. Is It because Armour's
Your sense of smell or taste may not detect Its
shrewd detectives have found the names of the men who
ence. But a quaking stomach, a burning, swimming head
and sickening nausea, together with an
green-appl- e
abdominal twinge, will Inform you convincyou
an.l ptomaine poison have met.
ingly that
Dr. Alnheus Freeman, diagnostician of the Presby
terian hospital, New York, says that ptomaine poisoning
is chemical and believes the theory that pesky little
germs are Its advance agents. "It Is a most virulent
People have been known to die from
poison," said he.
Its effects with in two hours after the first symptom appeared.
"Ptomaine poison is contracted mainly from putrefied animal foods (such as the packing companies have
been selling to the people.) Most frequently It comes
from pork and shellfish. Among the most common carriers of the poison are infected sausage, pork pie, head
cheese, beef, veal, mutton, meats from very young animals, fish, oysters, clams, mussels, ice cream, milk, game
meats the grouse particularly and canned meats.
"The symptoms are not always immediate. They
often include languor, nausea, griping, fever or dizziness.
Many cases prove fatal and medical science has by no
means mastered the disease.
"During the hot months it might be a safe policy to
void animal foods as much as possible, or at least cook
them well before eating.
"Upon discovery of ptomaine poisoning an emetic
should be given if it Is likely that the Infected matter
Is still in the stomach, a quick cathartic if otherwise. A
physician will also use means of stimulating the shocked
heart and nervous system."
Avoid sausage, pork pie, head cheese, tnined beef,
veal, mutton or tained meat of any kind. Also high game,
canned meats, salted sturgeon, shell fish, fish long exposed, old milk, poor ice cream. Cook all animal foods
well. Eeat vegetable matter in preference, and be sure
your meats are not packing house products.

First Political Gun
Oregon's congressional elections are always

awaited
the country. They are the earliest
of the series, and have a freshness and a significance on
that account wntch attract wide attention for them. Today, Monday, June 4, Oregon elected the first members to
the sixtieth congress,
te chosen1907-0-to the popular branch ofthrough
the second Jialt
which will serve
that of
Oregon will
of President Roosevelt's administration.
elect a state ticket, and will, by means of its new direct
primary system, choose a United States senator in electing its legislature. The senator will succeed Mitchell,
t,
deceased, whose term would have ended in 1907. A
selected by the democratic governor, Is filling the
vacancy until the legislature acts.
It is the contest for members of congress that chiefly
t.
directs the country's attention to Oregon, says the
Though ordinarily a republican state by a
safe majority, Oregon occasionally elects a democratic
governor. It has one now, George E. Chamberlain, elected in 1902 through a split among the republicans. He is
but, notwithstanding his pera candidate for
sonal popularity, was probably defeated today by Withy-combthe republican candidate.
All the state government of Oregon Is republican ex
cept the governor. In the election today the republicans
undoubtedly made a clean sweep of the state. This will
include the legislature which is to choose Mitchell's successor, and this will mean the election of Bourne, the re.
publican candidate, who, through the primary, will thus
get the popular sanction. Tne legislature In January will
ratify the action which the voters took today. The race
between Bourne and his democratic opponent, Gearin, Is
supposed to have been close, ibut Bourne will undoubtedly
carry the legislature. For governor the contest was not
particularly active,
fcifcv
with, great inlereH by

9,

dtm-ocra-

Globe-Democra-

have promised to go on the stand and back mo In case it
comes to a fight?
I charge, that Philip Armour was killed by the hor
rors of the havoc he wrought In the Spanish-America- n
war by the slaughter of soldiers through poisoned meats.
I charge, and I have proved, that the beef trust spent
millions of dollars to hush those scandals, and that they
paid $70,000 to one chemist to testify that tainted meat
was clean.
I charge, and I have proved, that this same poisoned,
diseased, filthy meat still Is made into food, and that Ar
mour alone every year sends out 20,000,000 poun.ls or
boiled-ou- t
meat pulp as "canned roast beef."
I charge, and I have proved, that spoiled hams, witn
overpowering odor, are modified by the use of preserva
tives, poisons and chemicals that take away the smeii,
but leave the taint, and that these hams are sold in every
market in the world.
I charge, and have proved, that dyes and color matter
that give to sausage the "smoke" color of commerce and
bring back the tainted meat to its original hue are a
staple of commerce.
I charge, and I have proved, that bull meat
preservative" and other compounds are ground up
with sausage meat and tinned Hamburger steak.
I charge, and I have proved, that decomposed meat is
canned.
I charge, and I have proved, that meat is dropped on
floors where men expectorate and that it Is not afterward
cleaned.
I charge, and I have proved, that men have fallen
into the boiling lard vats and been rendered into lard.
I charge, and I have proved, that human fingers and
hands go luto suasage machines as human flesh and come
out as sausage.
I charge, and I have proved, that diseased, condemn
ed, crippled and shriveled cattle and hogs are regularly
slaughtered, prepared for the market and sold as first-clameat by the packers.
I charge, and I have proved, that commission men
control the Standard Slaughtering company, which kills
"quarantined cattle" that are bought at half
price, although in perfect condition, the commission men
Belling the ibeef at market rates.
I charge, and I have proved, that the condemned meat
Industry is a business that has grown up with the trust
slaughtering and refrigerator-ca- r
systems of large-scal- e
crippled
distribution, so that now all the old, dried-uand diseased cattle, which formerly were buried in the
farmer's back lot, are gathered up and shipped to the
nearest trust factory, to be converted into some sort of
ss

COURT

On

Saturday.

WILL

CONVENE

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.
JUNE 12

The jurors drawn for the special
term of .McKlnley county court, which
meets at Gallup on June 12, are as
follows:
Grand Jurors.
John Ileddow, .precinct 1; F.M.Ed-dings- ,
.precinct 1 ; Andrew Kilpatrlck,
precinct 3; L. Peterson, precinct 8;
William Waite, precinct 9; Frank J.
Brown, precinct 4; W. H. Coleman,
precinct ; August Wtisentiner, precinct, 4; Juan Baca, precinct 1; A. F.
Reiss, precinct 3; Frank Bailey, precinct 3; Ed. Hart, precinct 3; Mel
McDonald, precinct 2; David Clark,
precinct 3; D. Romero, precinct 4; J.
M. Roberts, precinct 8; Serferino Ro
mero, precinct 1; J. N. Piatt, precinct
Don Blava, precinct
i; 1'euro
Pedro Quinones, precinct 3; Anton
Gallegos, precinct 2; J. A. Hollinger,
precinct 3; T. A. Fahro, precinct s;
Chas. McKittrlck, precinct d; JesusApodaca, precinct 4; W. A. MacDonald, precinct 2; John Nagiller, precinct 7.
1

Petit Jurors.
4; Manuel
John Maher, precinct
Bus'tamente, precinct 3; rrank Cole,
precinct 1; R. J. Washburn, precinct
3; James F. Brown, precinct 4; J. C
Spears, precinct 3; Joe Calmness,
precinct 4; O. W. Wells, precinct 4;
AuEUstin Garcia, precinct 3; E. Vegh- er, precinct 1; Fred Alsdorf, precinct
4; Candldo Romero, precinct 4; u.
Caranta, precinct. 1; Geo. Sampson,
precinct 1; G. Bruno, precinct 1; C.
M. Sabin, precinct 3; Tom Howard.
precinct 4; H. C. Hinckley, precinct
1; Alex. Sanford, precinct i; J. HYoung, precinct 3; Jesus M. Apodaca,
precinct 4; B. Pasqualone, precinct 1;
F. W. Clelland. precinct 4; Will Ileddow, precinct 1; Wallace D. Bowel
precinct 3; H. L. Fuller, precinct 1;
S. M. Brown, precinct 4; Julian Martinez, precinct 2; G. J. Julllard, pre
cinct 3; Jose Valdez. precinct 6.

p,

We don't do much blowing aoout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

with satisfaction

e,

O Paso

post-morte-

m

broad-minde-

Senator Gorman Dead

.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Priirat

Facts

Mo

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

MAMBEILIL

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington; with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Fayvvood

EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
BUILDS

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

CO.

&.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries.

Hlllsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

Best on

Orders Solicited. '
Free Delivery.
South Second Street.

s

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

West Railroad Avenue.

PRATT

Clothing and
Furnishings

O0000000

G. S. RAMSAY,

r. G.

Fine

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Call-graph- s;

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

I New Mexico

0K000 0000000KKOSOSfl0(S
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

x

P. MATTEUCCI

x

Dealer In
ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
Light rig leaves city for the springs
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
every Monday and Wednesday.
Only first-clas- s
house at the Springs
Four-horsstage leaves city every
B.
J.
BLOCK.
a
Repairing
Specialty.
All
Class
First
Friday through in one day. Only
Proprietor
work Guaranteed.
line with change of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
No. 103 North First Street.
e

Summer School

W. L. Trimble & Co.,

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Manager
Proprietress
410 West Railroad Ave.
'

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5SI

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens mads to order.

Is

MILL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

eCOOCCCOCOCOCKXXXOOOOCOOC

Grand Central Hotel

Agents, Albuquerque.

A. C. Bilicke and
John S. Mitchell

Albuquerque

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFb,

invite their friends to make
New

Mexico

better than ever.

head-

quarters at

Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home in
our hotel when visiting Los

THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

0000000000C

MONEY Won't Hire WOMEN
to go back to the old way of cooking
after they have once used gas.

that the bill granting to the
city of Albuquerque, for park, ceme
tery or other purposes a tract or lanu
acres, located on the
embracing
mesa east of the city, has passed
both houses of congress, has been
signed and has become a law. It only
remains for the city 10 pay the stipulated price, 11.25 per acre, to come into possession of said sandy soil, which Large.
some date far into the future, may
blossom forth as a beautiful park, full
of fountains, shade trees and com
modious band stands, with plenty of
electric, light, but at present it must
be confessed; the city will have but
little practical use for its C40 acres,
although obtained at the comparative
ly snmli sum of
per acre.

THERE

IS

A

Strike a

REASON

match, turn a value, and the fire Is
ready. It is pleasant, clean, economt'.'t-'4-

V;'

l

Jry Rooms. Prices Very Rea
sonaVe.
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

W. E.

he'-ch-

dol-dal-

IF

do business in short order.

pany.
Now

$1-2-

MONEY BACK

Ten Dollar Suit Man

If the

401

reaved son.
The election of school directors,
who will have charge of the affairs
and finances of the district schools of
Bernalillo county. Is In progress today
and with the exception of the Barelas
district with but one candidate in the
field
in each district. In Barelas,
however, Simon Tafoya and a candidate of Eslavio Vigil's are in opposition, and as yet the reBUlt of the elec
tion is not known.
The Arizona & Colorado Railroad
company of New Mexico, vs. the Denver At Kio Grande Railroad company,
Is the title or a suit filed at the Bernalillo county court house today on
a change of venue from tne First Judicial district.
Rltter & Buchanan,
of Durango, Colo.; Renehan, Catron
and Gortner of Santa Fe, and H. B.
rergusson, of Albuquerque, appear as
attorneys for the plaintiffs.
Violation of the game law with an
occasional lapse of high morals, end
ing in sheep stealing, is .the cause
of several Navajo and San telipe Indians being in the toils at Socorro,
where they will be given hearings on
the above charges. Deputy Sheriff
Montoya having made the arrests in
each case. Friday he arrested two
Navajos for stealing sheep and Satur
day he captured the San Felipes near
Bernalillo, at the request of Sheriff
Baca of Socorro county.
J. J. Sheridan has eccepted the po
sition of secretary to C. II. Elmen
dorf, and left last night for Elmen- dorf, the new station en the Santa
Fe railroad between San Marclal and
San Antonio, to take up his duties as
such. Mr. Elmendorf U general man
ager for the Socorro company, a com
a
nanv now encaged in reclaiming
large body of land in the Rio Grande
valley ten miles south of San Anionlo.
Mr. Sheridan took with him a num
ber of carpenters and stone masons
ot
who will legin the construction
some buildings to be used by the com

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price."
'The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of thete suits Is right In every detail.
We guarantee It and that always
mean here

FILL HIS SOUL

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Emll Klelnwort, the North Third
street butcher, received information

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."

Frank
of the death of 'his father,
Klelnwort, at Hamburg, Germany, his Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
death occurring on May 13. The deJas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
food.
ceased was 78 years of age, and up
Granite Flour.
recipe
I charge, and I have proved, that the Armour
to a few days of his death, was sup
for potted ham is to take the nubs of smoked beef, moldy posed to be In good health. 1 ne
and full of maggots, and grind It in great hoppers with Citizen extends condolence to the be

rind trimmings.
I charge, and I have proved, that the sanitary con
ditions In the packing houses are so grossly Inadequate as
to be beyond words to express.
I charge, and I have proved, that the habits of the
employes who handle foodstuffs are filthy in the extreme.
I charge, and I have proved, that the cleansing of the
killing and packing rooms Is inadequate.
I charge, and
have proved, that Inspectors have
been carefully excluded from the rooms wnere canneu
goods are put up, where sausages are made, where tainted
meat is preserved and where spoiled hams are preserved.
I charge, and I have proved, skinned hams, which are
supposed to be a special product, are only the hams of old
hogs with skins 30 thick and tough that no one will buy
them.
I charge, and I have proved that the skins removed
from these old hogs are ground up with spices and potato
flour and sold as l ead cheese.
I charge, and I am ready to prove, that the packers
The crowning glory of El Paso, which will be an offered similar bribes to representatives of the United
everlasting honor to her public spirited citizenship, is States government.
her public school system, says the El Paso Times.
That paper makes the claim that the city has more
What. Mr. Reynolds Saw.
public school buildings of modem style and equipment
A man who accompanied James B. Reynolds during
and larger ize than any place of its population In the his examination of the Chicago packing houses tells this
south, and, it believes, than in the whole country.
story to a correspondent of the New York Tribune:
The salaries paid the teachers are larger tnan those
"Early In the morning, unknown to the employes of
paid to the teachers In the public schools of any other the plant, Mr. Reynolds examined the cattle In the pens,
city in the country.
Signs of a hasty attempt to 'clean up' were apparent. All
The wisdom of all this lioeral expenditure will ue Uie inspectors in tht. city, state and federal, were present
seen in the coming men and women of El Paso, who will In' their best clothes, but Mr, Reynolds, who had been
absorb refinement and culture, as well as public spirit forewarned, was attired like a stranger.
and civic pride from their environments while receiving
dis
"When he visited the pens there were thirty-on- e
education, all of which will fit them for the task that eased cattle there, nil showing evidence of 'lump jaw
awaits them in the greater El Paso In carrying on the He watched these cattle until they were slaughtered.
larger plans and meeting the heavier responsibilities Afterward he asked a city Inspector how many had been
which the greater El Paso will bring to them.
Inspection, and was told that
condemned on
It will spread, too, beyond El Paso and that section, seven had been held up twenty-fou- r
had been passed as
greater
and
will
to
endeavor
cities
incite cither
lor it
healthy. When Mr. Reynolds asked what was done with
chllmore liberal expenditure for the education of their
the product of the vats, the manager of the slaughter
' dren and eventuate in an educated,
d
citizen house said the fats went to the butterine man and the
' ship to which all students of political economy look for
solids to the fertilizer factory.
the safety of our government and the protection of our
"Mr. Reynolds was informed that two firms In Chi
liberties.
cago made a business of buying the diseased meat that
The Citizen believes that the claim and contentions was 'Dassed' and selllnir it to certain restaurants and
of the Times are well founded both as to fact and pre hotels. Mr. Reynolds declared that in the bunch of thirty,
dicted results; but lit is also happy to say that Albu one cattle there were not a dozen that should have been
querque stands well In the same category. One of the passed."
brighest Jewels In the crown of Albuquerque's excellence
It Is not very wonderful that the packers should
is her system of schools.
desire this sort, of thing to be suppressed. Somehow, it
Is getting published anyway, and it must be interesting
to the patrons of the restaurants that buy this meat.
Senator Arthur Pue Gorman died today ut his home
FOR INDIAN SCHOOLS.
in Washington, D. C, having reached his C7t'n year on the
The bill passed by the senate making appropriations
11th day of last March. He began office holding in 1S5-- ',
at the ago of thirteen years, when he was appointed a for the current End contingent expenses of the Indian
page In the United States senate, and from that time to department, contains the following Items of interest to
Mexico:
the present he was scarcely If ever without office. His New For
suppiu't and civilization of the Apache and other
present term in the senate would not expire till March
in Arizona and New Mexico who have been or
Indians
3. 1909.
His health had been poor for quite a while, render- may be collected on reservations In Arizona and New
thousands dollars:
ing him unable to take part In any of the important ques- Mexico, two hundred and twenty-fiv- e
Provided,
unexpended
that
the
balance
for the fiscal year
conpresent
of
during
session
the
tions before the senate
l'.Hiti Is
appropriated
for l!Hi7.
available
made
and
surgress. Hence, his death was a matter of but little
Albuquerque School.
prise.
For support and education of three hundred Indian
Senator Gorman was always a democrat, but he put
pupils
at the Indian school at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
party.
his
the interest of his state before the demands of
fifty
thousand
It was due to him very largely that the. tariff bill, which tendent of said one hundred dollars; for pay of superin- s;
school, one thousand eight hundred
his party had pledged itself to pass, making large revision
for improvements to water supply, three thousand
of tariff schedules, fell so far short of what the party demanded. It was repudiated by the party, and Cleveland, five hundred dollars; general repairs and Improvements,
five thousand dollars; In all, $tiu,400.
then president, called Gorman a traitor.
Santa Fe School.
For support and education of three hundred Indian
tlfoe
pupils at the Indian school at Simla Fe, New Mexico, fifty
This country lias become accustomed to surprises thousand one hundred dollars; for pay of superintendent
and sensations, but perhaps nothing for many a day has at said school, one ihosuaud eight hundred dollars; for
so shaken the entire people as the recent revelations water tupply, one thousand five hundred dollars; for genconcerning packlng-hous- o
tilth anil packing nouse sales eral repairs anil improvements, five thousand dollars; for
of rotten meats. The president owes it to the country to bakery, one thousand dollars; for addition to warehouse,
publish the report in full, of his special Investigators. two thousand dollars; in all, fiil,4iH.
Ijet every horror be made public, no matter how damnFor pay of one special attorney for the Pueblo In
dians of .Ww Mexico, one thousand five hundred dollars;
able it may be.
The packers are now threatening to carry the ques and for necessary traveling and incidental expenses of
tion Into politics, and through it defeat the republican said attorney, five hundred dollars; In all, $2,uoo.
party. They will do well if they escape the penitentiary
That the sum of twenty thousand dollars, or so much
themselves. There will be no miscarriage of Justice this thereof as may be necessary, shall be appropriated, out of
time as there was when the Chicago Judge decided that any money In the treasury not. otherwise appropriated, to
the men were Immune and only the corporations could construct an additional building to he Indian school at
Ijb punished. The whole country is aroused. The house Santa Fe, New Mexico, the building to be used for the
of representatives dare not thwart the purpose of the purH)se of u dining room. For general Incidental ex
president In the present bill. That will provide for the penses of the Indian service in New Mexico, including
traveling expenses of agents, one thousand dollars.
future, but there should be punishment for the past.

Glory of

Our Ten Dollar Suits

Which Were Drawn Here

have proved, that J. Ogden Armour
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MAUGEP

WOOL

FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
with Mauger & Avery, Boston
OF GOLF ASSOCIATION
New York, June 4. All arrange
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
for the
merits have been perfected
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
of the
first annual championships
Women's Eastern Golf Association
which will open on the links of the
Nas.-a- u
Count v Club tomorrow, in
tourua
connection
with the
mi nt lu t ween teams from Philadel
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
phia .Huston and New York. The lisf
of en' tics is larger than
was ex
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
pecie, and some crack players will
part In the individual contests Colo, phone. Jlk. 8!.
1500 S. B'way

Jersey

Highland

Dairy.

tri-cil-

ical. Your gas bill will be less than
your coal bill.
See our ranges on exhibition at the
ELECTRIC BUILDING.
Visit, our rooking demonstrations

Tuesday afternoon, 2:30 to

4

next

o'clock

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

oooooocooaotoiotoo
EAKIN,
MELIN I
&

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet ft
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Loulg A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Scblltz Milwaukee Bottled Beera, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue sad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South ririt
Street. Albuquerque, New Meilcs.

tl''

TOO

LATE TO CLARIFY

Kniffhts of Columbus

COI.I.IE. Return to
i Switzcr. jt'l Tijeras; rewind
AXii:i
Position by young man of
!
oMlre exoerience. Speaks Spanish
i" ' adverse to taking outside work.
'l !iv.--s
P. I... this office,
'"1! AI.E A$-'- 2 gas cooking stove, Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
months. Apply at
Return. Tickets on sale June
'i!; used two street.
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate
Smith Edith

l.t 1ST

--

SCOTCH

W

ATTENTION

--

'

TAKE

A

$63 05

PLUNGE

in the
SWIMMING POOL.
504 North First Street.
Open
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

Call
Daily,

at Ticket

Office

for full

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm cbse

Delivered to Any Part of the City
Per Qaart 50c Per Gallon $2 00
Special Price on Large Orders

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

Si.

ALBUQUERQUE
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THE POWER
OF

the world for Christ, for the
different languages make the work
far more difficult.
Community of Interest this is God's
rlnn. too, but on a different scale to
Theirs
that of the
was external, while God's plan Is I
tenia). I do not believe that God in
tended thnt we should be equal in
the possess! n of the goods of thi
world, any more than He Intended
taat we should be equally wise or tin
wise.
Since the world begnn, all efforts at external community of Inter
failed. Plato. In his "Re
est have
public. ' contended for It along cer
tain lines, but failed. God's plan was
clearly demonstrated on the day of
rentecost, when the gospel wa
preached successfully by those who
speke but one language In all other
Known tongues. "And they were all
amazed and marvelled, saying one t
another. Behold, are not all these
And how
which sneak Galileans?
hear we every man in his own tongue
wherein we were horn?" Acts, 2:7-- 8
The power given the oisclples to
speak In unknown tongues was the re
sult of that ten days' prayer meetin
neld in an upper chamber In Jeru
salem, in which there was united
Tort.
Ihey were ail with one ac
cord. In one place." Acts, 2:1.
The p:wer was within and not with
out. "And tney were all tilled wit
the Holy Grost," and began to spea
with other tonguvs, as the Spirit gave
them utterance.
Acts. 2:4.
"In unity there is strength," Is In
A
true.
church
deed
whose members
are united, though few In number, can
accomplish wonderful results. May
the blessings of God rest upon these
words
In taKIng

UNITY"

JOTTINGS

FROM

POLICE

EVENING IT1IZEN.

WEDDINGS AND

CIRCLES

PAGE FIVE.

ELKS'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DENVER

COMMITTEE TONIGHT

uabel-bullder-

Subject of Able Sermon De
livered by Rev. SoIIie
Yesterday Morning
AT HICI1LAD METHODIST
4 o

CHURCH

vtYYYY

And let us make us a name,
4 lest we be scattered abroad upon
i he
race or the whole earth.
Uen. 11:4.

SUBJECT

"THE POWER OF
UNITY."

Leon

Wilson

Deserter-Po- ol
Clash-Arre- sts.

R. L. BACA
Leon

Arrested as a Linus L. Shields and Miss Ida Meeting to Be Held at the
Room Men
E. Johnson Yesterday-Oth- er
Office of Attorney Lester
Weddings.
at 7:30 O'clock.

5H00TS UP SANTA

F

Wilson,

a mulatto, employe
European hotel as
er, was taKen into custody last
Evening by Assistant
Marshal Ken
ncdy, on advices received from Cap
tain stouter, of Troop E, Ninth Unit
en Mates cavalry, who stated
that
Vinson uesertea from that troop on
August .'1, 1903, at Fort Leavenworth
m

ouuges

w

Kan.
Wilson has been employed as
waiter at the St urges cafe for some
time past, and previous to thai wa
employed in the Grant building. He
is a quiet, industrious fellow, who has
made a number of friends during the
time lie 'has been living in Albuquer
que.
At the time he deserted

THE

BISHOP-BECKE-

LETTER

ENGAGEMENT

R

TO

TERRITORIAL

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The Man of Business ot the Home

Library

We have just

received a
large shipment of
noli Top
Desks, Flat and Standing

ELKS

Desks, office Chairs, Book
Typewriter
Stands
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
Caeen,

Yesterday afternoon at high noon,
at the residence of the bride's par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. I). Johnson, No.
512 South Broadway,
Miss
Ida E.
Johnson was united In the holy bonds
of wedlock to Linns L. Shields, son
of Rev. Dr. J. M. Shields, of Perea.
Sandoval county. The ceremony was
performed by Kev. J. W. T. McNeil.
and only a iew Intimate friends wit
nessed tne tying of me nuptial knot.
Twenty-fou- r
years ago. In the same
house, the same room, and standing
In the same portion of t.ie room, the
bride's parents were also joined In
marriage, and In order to make the
old folks .feel young again, guests
present
complimented
ti.ein upon
tnelr youthful appearance.
Following the ceremony of yester
day the happy couple and guests
were served a dainty breakfast by
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, when congrat
ulations were showered upon the
young people, and many were ' the
wishes for a long and happy married
lite.
The bride was born and reared in
this city, and is well Known not only
here, but throughout this territory
for the Interest she has taken In
church work. She is an expert sten
ographer and typewriter, and also ex
pert commissioner of the court ot
depredation claims, doing 'all of the
stenographic duties for Judge In
galls, special government attorney
She will be missed by her friends
and associates In this city, especially
in the Haptist church, where she was
member, and also in the Sunday
school in which she was an Indefati
gable worker.
Mr. and Mrs. Shiolds left on the No.
10 passenger train this morning for
Bernalillo, from which town they
will take the stage for the Jemez hot
springs, (Perea), where they will re
side in the ruture. ,

mis evening, at 7:30 o'clock,
at tne omce of Attorney Pf.ll
IF. Lester, in the First National
Bank 'building, the local commit
tee of Elks having In charge mat
ters pertaining to the Denver
convention, will meet. and. as the
big convention Is drawing near.
and much work Is yet to be done
py tne
local
committee, it
hoped all win attend the meeting
tins evening.
That committee is composed
of the following gentlemen:
L.
C. Bennett, chairman; O. A. Mat- son, treasurer; F. H. Iester. W.
T. McCreight, D. K. B. Sellers,

ft

represent the best

workmanship

end highest class) ot
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of ua will not fall to
pieces In a short time, total
causing you much annf
ance.
Our price are the lowest.

It Is an established as well as
i
melancholy fact that the evil In man's
nature, tends continually to Increase
and In increasing, It assumes a variety
of forms. The course of sin may be
thus traced, since the flood. As to
the gratification of sensual appetites,
white companion came witn him. Thi
Roy McDonald, D. A. Macpher- 308-31- 0
a type or drunkenness was set tin. ot
Ave.,
companion, a sufferer from tubercu
N. AT.
son, B. Ruppe, A. W. Cavanaugh
which Noah was the sad example. We
losls, has been in Albuquerque also
J. H. O'Rle. y.
and
are told that isoan and his family, af
since tils desertion, and upon Wilter having been preserved from the
son's arrest last night, fled the citv
Judgment of the flood, by the electing
Wilson refusing to give him up to the
hand of love, and introduced Into a
CIRCULAR LETTER TO
officers, or to tell who or where he
restored earth, that he planted a vinewas.
yard, to which planting the earth
THE TERRITORIAL ELKS
yielded abundant fruit. When the
May Escaoe Prosecution.
grapes had ripened he pressed the
Wilson Is being held at police head
TRIP THROUGH
The following
let
juice out of them, and when the juice
quarters awaiting advices from Fort
nas neen mailed to all the Elks
ter
had fermented he drank to drunken
SAN
lodges
FRANCISCO
He
Ieavenworth.
New
claims
en
to have
of
Mexico and Arizona:
ness, bringing disgmce on himiself
listed April 4, 1901. for a term o
Headquarters of the Denver March
and family. The increase of this
years,
three
W91
If
ing
be
true,
and
this
Club, Albuquerque, N. M., May
prase of sin is appalling. Millions ot ON CANVAS, BY A DISPLAY OF son cannot be
2fi, 190B.
returned to the army
fathers today stigmatize themselves
TWO
HUNDRED AND FIFTY or held on the charge of desertion, acDear
Sir and BrotherIn behalf of
and families by the use of liquor. Let
HIGHLY COLORED VIEWS.
cording to a law approved in 1900
Albuquerque lodge No. 461, B. P. O.
us compare figures of the two men In
which
L.,
states
that deserters cannot be
the committee on arranger.: nts
the one man, or the good and the evil
wish to extend to yourself and :am-ily- ,
The actual destruction of San Fran apprehended or held on the charge of
Influences, since Noah Ijegan the
an
years
Invitation to jnln us i i our
have elapsed
of the new race, after the cico by earthquake and fire, as it oc desertion after two
pilgrimage to the annual convention
from the time of the expiration o
flood.
We will take the religious curred on that fatal morning less than their
of
Elks,
term of enlistment.
to be held at Denver, July,
side first, taking the United States two months ago. Each scene as
According to this law and the dates
16 to 20, inclusive.
as a criterion. Statistics show that caught by the camera, is
by
The total expense from Albuquergiven
Wilson, the statutes of liml
the people of the United States pay and flashed on a screen, holding th tation
que to Denver and return will be $10.
protect him from punishment
This Wonderful
for foreign missions annually, $5,000.-000- . amiience spellbound for two hours.
his term would have expired April
This amount covers railroad transWe stand In wonderment, when Is one of the greatest achievements as 1904,
portation, the uniform, which will be
thus allowing him two months
art, and its
we think of the people of this Union of the photographer's
Machine Sews
of the best army duck, military cut
paying for foreign missions alone, a equal will not ne seen again for many exactly, over the two years' statutes
coat, trousers and hat to match;
Bum of $5,000,000. And the same peo a day. The toppling over of the giant of limitation clause.
If, however, Wilson has not told the
white canvas shoes, white enameled
ple pay annually Tor all church pur- buildings, the shooting of ghouls, the
Pair Half -- Soles
cane, Pullman fare from Albuquerposes, aside from foreign missions, night ot the people and the complete truth concerning the date of his en
.
que
Stanton-Chavezto Denver, and five days accomllstment, to he will be returned to Fort
$100,000,000, making in all, for church demolition of the city are
At the Catholic church In Barelas modations at the hotel, (no meals InNo pen picture and no words can de Wlngate to stand court martial as
purposes at home and abroad.
in Two Minutes,
this morning at 6 o'clock the cere cluded.)
Think of the Increase of re- scribe the extent and awfulness ' of deserter.
mony that united Antonio Stanton,
Brothers from other lodges In New
ligious influences since Noah's time. the San Francisco earthquake
aad
son of Abram Stanton, one of the Mexico and Arizona, wishing to loin
Opposition Pool Rooms.
But we are to compare these figures fire aa do moving pictures. When
for which We
Max Gusaroff and W. P. Bardshaw earliest American settlers
of this the Albuquerque herd on this great
with those of the evi. side since that these views were made the earth still
date, and we will continue with the quivered and as they were the very owners respectively of the Brunswick cuuty and Miss Mercedes Chavez occasion, can secure their tickets
United States. They pay annually tirst taken, so they are the first to and Monte Carlo pool rooms, were in granddaughter of Hon. Atitonlo Jose with the prlvlkge of stopping over in
Charge Only
for amusements alone, $4u0,(m)0,00; be offered at public exhibition. Most police court this morning, the former Otero, the first United States district Albuquerque and J.dnlng the Jolly
for jewelry and plate glass, $700,000,-000- ; of the great ruins they show have having caused the arrest of the latter, udge appointed In New Mexico, and bunch here.
it- .... i
Out of town members of the Den
for tobacco, $oj0,000,0(I0; for since been tumbled to the ground with claiming that Bardshaw threatened the only native citizen who ever oc
liquor, that which disgraced Noaliand dynamite. Be that as it may, they him with bodily injury. After hearing cupied a seat on the federal bench In ver Marching club, .purchasing their
his family, $1,4(10,000,000, or in other are worth Beelng. Naturally there the evidence In the case. Police Judge this territory, in marriage, was per- own railroad tickets, will only 'be re
every time tae noble ipeople has been a great demand for the ilc Crawford dismissed the defendant formed, the bride's uncle, .Hon. Man quires to pay ?:u.lo, which amount
. words,
pay $100,000,0v0 to gratify sensual tures and they are being turned out advising both parties not to let the uel R. Otero, register of the land office should be paid to the treasurer of the
appetites and worldly lust, they give as rapidly as possible. Of course, all fact that they were conducting rival at Santa Fe, giving the bride away; club, Mr. O. A. Matson, of this city,
her sister, Miss Vlrglnnia Chavez, act to cover the expense of uniforms, etc.
$31.50, or near that amount, for the the pictures taken were made some institutions kad to hostilities.
ing as bridesmaid, while Charles H.
ine Albuquerque lodge expects to
advancement of the. Kingdom of God hours after t'he earthquake, but they
Stanton, a brother of the groom, who send 100 of the liveliest cattle In the
Wife's Charms Failed.
.. j bring before one with terrible dis
on earth.
Hlglnlo Montoya, tiring of the came down from Wagon Mound to at- nerd on this trip, and any mavericks
Another phase or' sin that had its tinctness the fearful destruction, and
the
beginning in those days, was a disre- they are going to be valuable as the charms of his faithful spouse, visited tend the ceremony, acted as best man. joining the bunch, will be
After a sumptuous wedding break time of their lives.
in the home of a fair lady In Dog Town
gard for parental authority, and the years go "by. People Interested
Our special will leave Albuquerque
type Is given in Ham. He was the seeing how the stricken city appear fcaturday evening, neglecting to re fast the newly wedded couple took
first to mock his father in a disre- ed a day or two after the first shock turn to his own fireside until next the morning train for the north and on the morning of July 15, arriving
spectful manner, under the new reg- and while the fires were burning morning, and probably would not have will spend a few weeks' honeymoon. in Denver on the morning of the 16th.
1 he Albuquerque
lodge will be glad
ime. The Increase of t'hls wave ot should see these pictures. Complete returned then, had not his wife, see after which they will return to make
to furnish any of its memoers and
evil influence, Is no less appalling. in every detail, the most thrilling mo ing her supplications fai. on deaf ears, their future home in Barelas.
the members of any other lodges, who
This command, which if obeyed, car- tlon picture views ever placed on ex resorted to the police.
'
Elder-Lay- .
accompany us, with the Albuquerque
Montoya, becoming incensed at the
ries with it, the promise of long life, hibition, will be seen at the Elks' op
Dr. J. W. Elder, of this city, well lodge badge, lio. 461, free of charge.
era house three nights and Saturday Interference In hU worldly pleasures,
Is woefully neglected.
struck his wife and was taken into nown throughout the territory, and but Elks from other lodges will be at! 218 S. Second
A third form wao the sin of our am- matinee, starting Thursday, June 7
Opposite
lhis marvelous exhibition Is a re custody. This morning he pleaded former city physician for a number of liberty to wear their own badges,!
bition, which is perhaps the most daring and aggravated
form of sin of production by the unerring moving guilty to a breach of the peace, and years, left last, night for Pittsburg, which can bo secured at very small
which men could be guilty, and for picture camera of the most terrible was fined 110, his wife not caring to Pa., where ho will visit relatives for cost.
We are going to liave a week's eood
the setting up of which type me catastrophe of modern times, the de prosecute him under the Edmunds awhile and then proceed to Richmond,
a., where, on June 14 he will be time, and want you to 'nelp us have It.!
s
were responsible. God struction by earthquake and fire of act.
nited in marriage to Miss Minnie
Fraternally yours,
had commanded t'he children of men San Francisco an event, the uorror
Lay, sister of Mrs. W.-B- .
Chllders,
1
C. BENNETT,
to go forth, "Bo fruitful, and multiply of which stirred the world from one
Baca Shoots Up Santa Fe.
this city, and well known In AChairman.
and replenish the eartn," but when extremity to the other. A descriptive
Saturday evening It. L. Baca, a dep of
they had reached the land cf Shinar, lecture will be given while these pic uty sheriff of Santa Fe, while some lbuquerque, having visited her sister
Note At the last session of Albu
ere the past winter. The couple will querque lodge No. 461, a resolution
tne ancient name of the great allu- ture sare being thrown on a canvas what under the influence of firewater,
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
vial tract througli which the Tigris 100 feet square, showing a detail al entered the Coronado restaurant In return to this city after the ceremony was passed compelling all of Its mem
and Euphrates livers flowed, they saw most indlsceranble with the naked Santa Fe, and declared that he could and reside at No. 317 South Third bers, making the trip, to be tagged
sweating.
trouble to use.
will close whip any and all Americans that ever street.
and numbered, so that In case they
the soil was rich, hence they decided eye. The entertainment
to take orders out of God's hands, with a display oi 2,500 feet of the lived. Not finding any one to accept
should become lost, they could be ex
Peniand-Thomapressed "back to the cactus."
and build for themselves a city and a latest and most up to date comic his challenge, he pulled Tils pistol from
Francis Alexander Penland. discip
tower, the top of which 3hould reach moving pictures' The 'Frisco Motion his pocket, and .proceeded to perfor
Address all communications to the
linarian
at
the
Fort
Indian chairman.
to heaven, and gave as an excuse for Picture company, which Is exhibiting ate the ceiling of the restaurant In school, and Mrs. Alice Defiance
COMMITTEE.
Maud
Thomas
thus acting, that they might not "be the views throughout
the country, several places. The ladles in the of Richmond, Ind., were united
In
scattered abroard upon the face of the was fortunate in not having its plant place fled without further ado, while marriage
THE BLUE FRONT.
at the Alvarado hotel Sat- whole earth." We are told that the destroyed by the earth's convulsions, he men sought havens of refuge un
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
rday night. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
whole earth was of one language at and skilled operators took the views der the tables, the counters and performing
The bride
that time. Tne fact of one language all through the terrible calamity from chairs. Baca, after clearing out the as attendedthebyceremony.
Miss Norma Crouse
IF YOU WANT THE
was greatly to their advantage in car- the first quake to the final destruc place, immediately left, presumably
f Denting, and Mrs. Emma Roberts.
NIGHTS
3 NIGHTS.
rying out their campaign of rebellion tion of the city. Reserved seats now still hunting for gore.
WITH
"BEST ON EARTHS
of
Defiance,
Fort
groom's
while
the
against God. This campaign was on sale.
attendants were A. T. Roberts of this SATURDAY
planned no douut, like every other,
Cigars for the price asked, make nv
MORTUARY
city, and Peter Parquette of Fort
ny a few of the most influential, and PROGRAMS AND
delay in trying one or a box rf Cba
LETTERS
Defiance. Shortly after the wedding
. Starting
on
the fact of one language made it
White Lily brand. There's
he newly wedded couple departed for
eiga
Andrelia Sais.
easier for the leaders to deceive ths
OF TERRITORIAL FAIR
for you! Inspect the filler and blndr.
future
their
home
at
Fort
Defiance.
more ignorant, and have them sign
family
Eighth
At the
home on North
THURSDAY,
JUNE
The
Lily
White
delightful
is
as
the agreement.
d
street, Andrelia Sais, the
Let us note at this
Mackenzie-Girard- .
free burning and easy to
point the power of unity, whether it BEING SENT TO HORSEMEN AND
daughter of Victor Sals, the well
Reginald H. Mackenzie and Miss
smoke,
down
to
the last quarter eg
OTHERS PILES OF MAIL AT known sheep man, passed away In Adele J.
be for EOOrl or lmil
U'l.'on thav
an inch. If you know of a better
Glrard. the former of Santa
HEADQUARTERS OTHER FAIR death at 4 o'clock Saturday after- rie-- f
all united in a single niininiii.
gar for the cash, than the White Lily,
Fe. and the latter a resident of Al- ITEMS.
spite the fact that in that rich plain
A
mxm, from the effects of tuberculosis.
uquerque, were united in marriage
"show us." Five cents for one; 91
they had to use brick instead of stone,
But a short time ago Mr. Sals had Saturday morning at the Immaculate
for box of fifty.
Every desk in tile o.Tice of Manager the
and slime instead of nurtar, they
misfortune to lose his son, who onception church, Rev. Mandalarl, S.
built perhaps, one of the most power- McCanna, of the fair association, is died on a train en route to this city
performing the ceremony. John
ful structures that the world has ever piled high these. days with letters aim from Belen, where he had been unHdler and wife of Santa Fe, who ar- seen. The idea, It. seems, was a com- programs of the harness and running dergoing treatment for typhoid fever. ved Friday
for the wedding, attend- munity of Interest. They thought to races to take place during the twenty-sixthe funeral
mV WEST RAILROAD AVENUsV
the little daughter took
On Canvas, Showing
the bride and groom, who left this
annual fair, which are to be place this of
uulld that city and tower as a center.
morning at 8:30 o'clock morning for their future home In San- around which all ot.it r interests mailed 'to horsemen in the west.
810 North Eighth
COLORED
from
Fe.
In addition to these, many letters treet,the residence,
250
250 HIGHLYVIEWS.
should gathtr, and in thus building
and from the Immaculate
and locating they would make for are being sent broadcast throughout Conception church at 9 o'clock, Rev.
Engagement
Announced.
the United States advertising the fair Mandalarl conducting the services. Inthemselves a great name.
Cards are out announcing the en An instructive entertainment,
But God, who had planned j scat- and telling of some cf its merits. Each terment took place in Santa Barbara gagement
Don't
ter them abroad in the earth, that incoming train brings piles of letters cemetery. The many friends and ac- - charming of Miss Anita Becker, the
it.
miss
and accomplished daughter
they might multiply and replenish from inquirers in this part of thecoun
uaintances of the deceased and her
Col. and Mrs. John Becker of
the earth, and thus occupy the home try, who want to know all about the relatives, extend to the latter their Helen,
The telephone makes the
.The telephone preserves your
and Carl I.. Ilishot). a .(.m
2,500 feet of the newest, latest and
of the heartfelt sympathy.
that he had made for man's occu- fair, so that the
nown young business man of Rama most up to date moving pictures.
duties lighter, the cares less,
pancy while in the world, "came down fair association resemb.es somewhat
health, prolongs your life and
Dates for the wi'lding have not
to see the city and the tower." It a correspondence school.
Lieutenant Baca's Daughter Dead.
yet been definitely arranged.
and the worries fewer,
Manager McCanna is still dickering
protects your home.
would seem from this language that
Ueutenant and Mrs. Cipriano Baca
1( m
Carnival had
God had left them to their blind folly with the Patteison-Brainerri il Scats now on sale.
See the picnic baskets In the Met.
the sad misfortune to lose their
until t'he proper time to reckon wPh company, and it is more likely that youngest
tosh
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
Hardware
by
Thursday
comcanv'
child
death
IN
riini9u
YOUR
HOME
them. So, while vlsi.mg them, lie this attraction will be secured for lorning, says the Socorro
indow.
25c. 35c and 50c
Chieftain.
Prices
confounded their language, which the fall festival. He is also In corre- Little Ruby was an exceedingly
pretty
forced them to cease from building. spondence with an air ship inventor,
bright child and the grieving parThe final result of that confusion of and may close at any time with a Chi- and
have the heartfelt sympathy of a
speech was the scattering of them cago man for a st ries of air ship ents
largo circle of relatives and friends in
s
here during the (air.
abroad upon the face of all the earth,
Other arrangements and plans for their bereavement. Hev. H. M. Peras God had planned. One would wongo on apace, and it be- kins conducted funeral services at the
attractions
(irs?,
why
der at
God did not destroy
gins
look
as though the coming fair residence yesterday morning and the
to
by
means
tower
of lightning, as
the
Finest Whiskies
mortal
of the little child,
it Is claimed by some that It was sa would eclipse anything ever held in lacking remains
just three days of completing
destroyed later, or why he did not the territory in this line before.
one year of life, were laid to rest in
Wines, Bran dies. Etc. 0
Altogether th outlook for a
physical affliction
visit .some gnat
JOSEPH
Socorro
BARNETT,
cemetety.
Prop'r.
was
Alnever
brighter.
UKn them for their rebellion, but if
Bereer-Gro- se
we study God's plan closely, we find most all of the old indebtedness lias
T. A. Gargan's Mother Dies.
SAM RLE AND 0
that the confounding of their lan- been paid off, and funds sufficient tor
0 West Railroad Avenue
H. Caigan, a Colorado pioneer,
Mrs.
CLUB
ROOMS
guage served Ins purpose best. No all present needs are in the treasury.
IN
ged
years, died at her home In
greater affliction could have been vis- Hnvever, there are still a niimler of Deiivi ts
Friday
5
r
afternoon at
o'clock.
subited upon them. A people who were business men to see regarding
MovIter an illtiexs of several weeks. She
together by Kindred ties, by scriptions, and money to put through leaves
bound
sons,
A.
man- A.
(largan.
three
oneness ,. f speech, by social ties, must several special attractions is still
of
r
the Western Union
life.
We needed. This, no doubt, will be forth- Deliver, T. A. tiargau, managerolllce at
disband and separate for
of the
see them now as It wort-- , leaving the coming, however, from those yet re- Western L'nion olllce in this city,
and
city ill small groups, made up of maining to subscribe.
U' ,wt'aUltr ls here too warm to wash and Iron Send Tour
rank (largan. proprietor of the Court
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will
those only who spoke the ame lanThe picnic baskets for tale at the house Iirug Store, Denver. In answer
guage. Group after group left the Mcintosh
rH ly and will deliver them to you in a nice tax-the- 7wl'l
SotS
Hardware company'! store to a message announcing his mother's
city, utterly disgusted with all the are indispensable
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or
flnuh
(largan
Mr.
city
leaih
this
left
Satur
for
outing
parties.
rest, that they might find other quarBack of Postoffice.
day night to attend ihe funeral cere
ters to begin life anew, until the
FURNISHED ROOMS.
Call the Red Wagons.
monies. Mrs. (largan was a devout
Seven-roowhole city was left desolate. The
;;n
furnished house; large Catholic, anil came to Colorado in
There will be
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
entire change of bill on Monduy and Thursday
pic'me to my mind Is truly a sad one. yard, shade and fruit trees, lawn barn, company with
of each week during the season. Doors open at 8 p. m. Performance
husband, who died
But for that rebellion, there might be etc.; close to car line; will rent for many years ago.her
at 8:3o; matinee :imlay, doors open a l:3'i p. in., performance at 2.
with Xathan Meeker.
oneness of speech t day. which would the summer or lease for a year.
ho was massacred by the L'us at
Night Prices
15c and 25c.
10c and 15c.
have given the cburrt givat Impetus
Matinee Pricts
JOHN M. MOO HE REALTY CO.
S"y.
the Meeker Agency in
SUBSCRIBE FOB THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE
NEWS
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IF THE MEAT BILL IS AMENDED, PEOPLE

IOC

WILL DEMAND MORE DRASTIC MEASURE

MEXICAN

IN A NUTSHELL.
Horn Pittsburg.
Educated Mostly in Europe.
Started career As civil engineer.
Began with Pennsylvania In 1861,
as a rodman.
Promoted Was made assistant engineer, division engineer, superintendent motive power and machinery,
general superintendent, general manager east of Pittsburg, third vice
president, first vice president, director, president.

1

ED

'WiLJ

7 YEARS

.......33i

.Special Correspondence:
Philadelphia, Pa., June 4. To face
a crisis in the affairs of the Pennsylvania railroad brought on by the disclosure of unblushing graft among
trusted employes, A. J. Cassatt, president of the read, has cut short a
vacation and has arrived
European
In New York. This new situation
la said to be a complete surprise to
the man regarded as the premier
railroad president of the United
States and one who has well earned
hia position at the head of the biggest financial propostion among railroads.
Cassatt's son, Robt. Kelso Cassatt,
Wm. P.
Is with Cassatt's
Stewart, and Cassatt's brother, J.
Gardner Cassatt, and J. Loo, John
Lloyd, close friend of Cassatt, in control of the Keystone Coal and Coke
company, which has absorbed most of
the small companies which have been
furnishing the Pennsylvania with fuel
and supplies. Young Cassatt was
son-in-la-

HIS SEVENTEEN
YEARS OF EASE.
It was at the extremely youth- ful age of 42 years (for a man
ALEX. JOHN STON CASSATT.
of affairs) that Mr. Cassatt re- If
presidency
signed the third vice
among those who admitted ithat he than ever before, and sot the road
of the Pennsylvania and devoted
stock without cost to him. the task of making improvements that
of
life"
f accepted
himself to "the rational
things that came out staggered the railroad world, and the
and
This
a man of wealth and health. In " before the other
public as well. It is only necessary to
railroad commissionstate
"ST
the first place he traveled fora scandal in the mention that the pushing of the
such
caused
ers
have
conyears
Europe.
He
several
in
road's affairs that there is already Pennsylvania Into the heart of New
ducted a model etock farm at
of the stockholders displacing York City, a project involving
talk
'
prize
9 Berwyn, Pa., that produced
worth of tunnels and termin
as .president.
Cassatt
V
Bend
sheep and noted horses like
Cassatt's career often has been als, Is his.
Or. He was prominent in the
of
In Daya of Old.
pointed to as a model one. Born
assocla- Steeplechase
Jf National
In Cassatt's younger days his greata prominent family he bad the ad
tion, and with others built a
vantage of college training at Home est achievement probably was the se
track at Monmouth Park. To
He entered the rail- curing of the Philadelphia, Wilming
secure good roads for his home V and abroad. away
at the bottom and ton & Baltimore railroad after the!
business
road
county he Lecame democratic '4
rose gradually but quickly until in rifal Baltimore & Ohio Tiad believed
S candidate for the previously un- 1882, at a younger age than Dr. 03ler Itself in control of it.
Important position of road sur- could find fault with, he relinquished
Cassatt advanced in the Pennsyl
veyor, and was easily elected, in
active railroad management and spent vania under the partial eye of Thos.
spite ef the county being nor- which
A. Scott, vice
president,
Tt mally republican.
It got roads If seventeen years in
devotine himself to the pleasure of a amounted to this
Cassatt's ability
or.
T to be proud
Among the
at Col.
'
sports he favored were cricket Tt country gentleman and active sports was allowed to count. It wasquit
'
the
man.
Scott's death that Cassatt
and horseback riding.
Better Than Ever.
vice presidency.
During this period Mr. Cassatt
Among taciturn railroad men he
The glittering featuro of hl3 life Is
was by no means idle, remaining V
that at the ago of 60 he reissued irom stands out as a medalist. He doesn't
in touch with the road as a di- rector, having been elected one if this comparative privacy at the call talk much. He Is a man of fine phy
of the Pennsylvania when it elected sique, and his hair Is Inclined to be
while abroad, and created noted
him president arid proved to be red. He has dark blue eyes and a
4 improvements.
stronger, brainier and more energetic ruddy skin.
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THE EQUINE InTITf CASE BEING
MEN
AND THE
ROOSEVELT
DOWN
TAFT,
HIM
HOLDING
ROOT,

MOODY AND

LODGE.

Staff Correspondence:
Washington, 1. C, June 4. Now
that it is all over. It may interest
some people to know that President
Roosevelt had very little to do with
the letter which was sent out over
bis signature as an answer to Mr.
Tillman.
His part 1n the affair was (similar
to that of the horse which bad fallen
on a slippery pavement, and upon
whose head four policemen are eluing
viiile a dozen busy volunteers cut the
traps and loosen the tanglpd harness.
The horse lies there and ki:s.
also he snorta. If of a
eplrited and temperful disposition he
may make things fly, but anybody
;yho knows about horses knows that
bo long as the men succeed in keep
ing their seat on his head, he can
take little part in the proceedings.
It waB Secretary Taft and Attorney
General Moody who sat on Mr. Roosevelt's head Saturday night, all day
Sunday, and a large part of Monday.
Meantime Secretary Root and Seuator
?dge did what they could to unbuckle the etraps and lxsen the

received bears In Itself suflicient evl- dence of the absence of Roosevelt and
the presence of Root; in addition HowMcn tuo whole story has been leakU,
OUt & 11,Ue at 11 t
..,.. ,,..,,1 nf the letter
h.ut,.
originally indited by President Roose
velt ito Seuator Bailey and ine democrats generally, It will have to be
printed on asliestos with salamander
type and kept In a fire proof vault in
a cold storage warehouse.

.,.

"As a political strategist the
dent is little shout of a genius," said
Senator Dolllver in commenting on
controversy.
the Tillman-Rooseve- lt
"He made use of the democrats, and
then threw them liefore they could
put him in a hole. Ho used the democrats until he had reduced the republican senators who were against
him to a frame of mind where they
were willing to listen to any suggestion. Then, without any thirty days'
notice, be dropped the democrat. No
doubt those fellows were conspiring
to trick him, but he was too quick for
presi-

ithem."

similar speech was voiced by a
far western senator, who said:
"Out In our country Roosevelt will
not suffer by his alleged breach of
faith with the democrats. The plane
of morality in our politics Is not so
exalted that we will be shocked by
this. They will simply say that
Roosevelt was smart, and was able tc
turn a sharp corner with the best
traces.
Tn letter which Mr. AlUson Anally of them."
',

A

FAMOUS

ADAMS
DIGGINGS UP AGAIN.
Tnere Is some talk among several

Gallup parties of orfanlzlng an expe
dition to go Into the southern part or
Valencia county and into northern So
corro county, says the Republican.
This locality is believed by many to
be the location of the famous Adams
diggings, which are reported to be of
wonderful wealtn. Wnetner this dis
trict is the location of the Adams
mines or not. It is known to be rich
and is a splendid field for prospect
ing. It is a district little known, and
is said to be inhabited by Indians who
are not friendly to prospectors. Con.
Gonzales has made several trips into
this country and aas seen enough indications of mineral wealth and old
Spanish workings to be getting ready
to go within a few days to renew his
search for gold.

For

60 Years

Deadly Serpent Bites
Are as common in India as are stomach and liver disorders with us.. For

the latter, however, there is a sure
remedy: Electric Bitters, the great.
restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Brown, of Bennet'tsville. S. C, says:
They restored my wife to perfect
health, after years of suffering with
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
uver.Electric
bitters cure cnuis
and fever, malaria, billlousness, lame
back, kidney troubles and bladded dis
orders. Sold on guarantee by all
druggists. :rlce 60c.

TAINS

DEEr-SEATE-

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT FENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL
AILMENTS of DOGS
OUT-WAR- D

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

25c, 50c. and

$1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 84. 1906.
Bpnlrn propowils will be rveetved toy the

Board of New Mexico Penitentiary
at the olllce of the Superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., on Tuesday, June 6th, 1906, for furnishing- - end
delivering at the New Mexico Penitentiary the suppliee hereinafter mentioned,
or bo much thereof as the Board may
deem sufficient. Payment for Bald supplies will be made In cash. Delivery of
all supplies, except perlnhahle articles,
must be as directed by the Superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles
marked with an asterisk, and thesehould be labeled, showing name of bldr, price, etc., and munt be delivered to
the Superintendent not later than
,
clock on said day.
All bids imiBt be made strictly In ac
cordance with the conditions on blank
roposals, which will be furnished by tne
unerlntendent on application: no bid
otherwise made will be entertained. A
bond will be required from all successful
hlriitern for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts within ten days after date of
award.
hm.
M.ftio
fresh beef, prime Quality,
necks and shanks excluded.
W.UOO lbB. flour.
10,000 lbs. nottne.
4,000 lbs. pinto bean.
1,200 lbs. navy beans.
7,000 lba. granulated augar.
3,000 lbs. dry Bait bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
30 cases roasted coffee.
75 lba. black pepper.
26 lbs. red DCDimr.
W bbls. Bait.
40 caaea soan. laundrv.
2 bbls. vinegar.
loo lba. red chile, ground.
6 cases canned corn.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
1,500 Ins. hominy.
bbls, syrup.
1.000 lbs. oatflakes.
BOO 11)8.
rice.
.T0 lbs. dried currants.
WW
lbs, prunes.
7(1 lba.
tea,
boxes.
Lag Cruces.
6 cases tomatoes,
IS pint bottles vanilla extract.
IS pint bottles lemon extract.
2,000 lbs. lard compound,
cans.
1 case
salmon.
ir0 lbs. raisins.
2.4M) lba. boloiina sausage.
l.ooo lbs. butterlne.
lbs. macaroni.
1J0 lbs. cheese,
loo pkgs. Jello.
Iimi lha.
powdernd sugar,
100 lbs. table Bait.
200 lbs. breafest bacon.
100 lbs. lima beans.
25 lbs. bar c"vnla.t.
25 los. shredded cocoanut.
3 cases crackers. Cltv Soda's,
1 case Cream of Wheat.
1 case of tapioca,
I s.
1 case catsup.
60 lbs. ginger 6'8.
100 lbs. mustard.
lye l's.
2 cases Greenwich
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
2 boxes candles 6's.
5 cases matches.
1 gross house brooms.
1 doz. stable brooms.
500 lbs. dried peas.
oz,
500 lbs. Duxes smoking tobacco, 3
40 butts chewing
tobacco.
buckles.
gross
Japanned shoe
3
4 bottles burnish blacking (Lynns).
1,000 eyelet hooks.
5,000 eyelets (J. & N. large).
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
1 doz. hufts, leather top peg.
18 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
13 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
15 lbs.
iron heel nails.
9 lbs. 8 iron heel nails.
25 lbs.
iron heel nails.
2 boxes Singer machine needleB,
No.C
10-l-

60-l-

3

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The POOR MAX'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

8

8

8

8

lb.

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

Bolder, half and half, tlnnera.
wood screws No. 11 1 4 In.

1
1
1

gross
gross
gross
gross
gross
gross
gross

X

,b,x1rr

wood screws No. 8,
wood screw No. P.
wood screws No. 7,
wood screws No. 8,
wood screws No. 10,
wood screws No. 18, 2
bricklayers trowelg (Rose).

1
1

l t

vr
V',0

p"11xsduble

-

4
In. rope.
b',wks single,
. rope.
3
spoons, heavy
8 wagon tongue.
neck yokes.
1 single tree.
6 front hounds.
6 hind hounds.
1 wagon tire shrlnker.
12 Wagon skeins, steel, 8
rlnhL
12 wagon skeins, steel, 8
2 doz. shovels,
long handled. left
doz. shovels, short handle.
1 doz.
coal shovels.
20 lbs. wrought iron washers, 1
in.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers 1.
20 lbs. Wrouirht Irnn wuuhura Q.j
'w' wrUKht Iron washers
wrought iron washers
wrencn, open, 6 in
i1 oinison
&
'u
lieamls
,,,.). ' common,
10 In.
l Uoamis & Calls wrench, common,
15 in.

V,

'""i

u"

1

u

i l

Baxter's adjustable

1

Coes wrench

1

coes wrench,
i1 alligator

6 In.
12

wrench

"S1

t

In.

in.

wrench. No. 4.
l.ouo lbs. white lead.
100 gal. pure linseed oil.
1

bbl. asphaltum paint.
gals, turpentine.
gals. Japan dryer,
books gold leaf.
1 10. gin nronze.
2 Quires sand nniu, xrn a
60 lbs. oxide sine, dry
1 paint
strainer.
1 kalsomlne
strainer.
2 lbs. Marseilles green,
'
dry
10 lbs. Marseilles green, ln'oll.
3 pole brushes, best.
1 glass cutter.
150 lbs. Spanish whiting.
jo i ob. glue.
15 lbs. plaster pariB.
2 kalsomlne
brushes, best.
2 lbs. lamp black, dry.
10 lbs. chrome yellow.
m1!')": I:CUB8'an l'ue, blue dry powder.
red. dry powder.
2 lbs. Amor. Vermillion
red. iirv
2 gal. hard oil.
' to- 20 gal, gloss oil.
2 gal. Interior varnish.
250 lbs, oil
putty.
2 putty knives.
2 spatulas, 3 In.
10 lbs. chalk line.
6 Will brushes, 3 In.
6 wall brushes, 4 In.
12 sash tools, round long
bristle
12 fitches, long bristle.
15 sheets lithograph
boards.
2 guartB liquid glue.
14 pea. glass 36x14.
1 pc. glass 37x9
15 pes. glass 36x14.
2 pes. glass 12x20.
'
35 pes. glass 32x16.
2 pes. glass lNxlti.
3 pes. glass 12x20.
13 pes. glass 12x36.
10 pes. glass 12x30.
10 pes. glass 10x28.
17 pes. glass 14x18.
2 pes. glass 12x24.
' " 68 pes. glass 18x20.
70 pes. glass 15x22.
38 pes. glass 12x18.
15

3
3

"

?,0lb8-enetla-

'

glass 16x50.
glass 33x40.
glass 12x33.
pes. glass 16x56.

1
1
1
67
2
1
1
2

PC
pc.
pc.

pes. glass

'

16x40.

pc. glass 25x40
PC glass 36x54.

pes. glftss 33x45.
lbs. oats.
lbs. alfalfa,
lbs. chopped feed.
lbs. bran.
6.0U0 lbs. bedding.
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
75 pes. soft 2x8x12.
15 pes. soft pine 2x12x12.
1.000
feet 1x10x12. sort
measure.

'

20,000
70,000
lo.mw
3,000

feet

500

soft

mite,

board

board
box No. 2 Singer machine needles. measure.
600 feet 1x12x12, sofx pine, full
29.
stock.
1.0.. feet white pine 1x12x16.
5 doz. sewing
machine on.
000 feet white pine 1x10x16.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
600 feet white pine 1x8x16.
1 pair No. 5 pinchers
(Timmons).
600 feet white pine 2x6x16.
1 quire sand paper No. 2.
i0 feet
oak 1x10x12.
3 shank lasters (Keystone).
2O0 feet oak 1x4x12.
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
48
pes.
2
2x9x2 ft. 8 In. long.
oak
8 lbs. No.
lasting tacks.
6O0 feet flooring.
2 boxes Meyers Bhoe thread.
Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
50 feet drill steel,
8
40 Bides heavy wax kip.
in. 12 ft. lengths.
28 feet drill steel 1 in.
9 sides liKht wax kll).
12 feet
2
In. pipe.
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
56 feet
In. round iron. 14 ft. lengths.
leather.
50 feet steel for repolnting picks.
heavy No.
600 lbs. (by the side)
6 doz. shovels, long handle.
onkwood sole lather.
2 pinch bars.
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
6 axes.
20 doz. spools No. 30 black thread.
3 grubbing hoes.
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
500 lba. black powder.
20 doz. spools No. 30 white thread.
600 lbs. giant powder.
3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
2.000 feet fuse.
3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
6
boxes caps.
1 pkg. No. 7 Domestic
Bowing machine
4 doz. pick handles.
needles.
1
5,
doz.
drill hammer handles.
6 pkg's. Sharps
hand needles, 1 to
25 attaching plugs.
5 likg's. Shurns hand needles. No. 4.
6 lbs. Manson tape.
loo yards cloth,
prisoner's uniform.
100 incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 8 c. p.
dark blue woolen. 54 inches wide.
,5 incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 16 c. p.
500 yards cloth,
blue gruy, woolen 64
25
Incandescent
lamps,
llo volt 32 C. p
inch wide.
1 lb. Ac. carbolic
cryst.
loo yards denim, amoskrog preferred.
2 lbs. Ac. boraclc.
2oo yards drilling.
lb. Ac. tannic.
uKI yards Canton
flannel.
1 lb. Ammon. chloride.
1,250 yards shirting, Hamilton stripes,
1 lb. Ammon. carb.
fiiiO yards toweling.
1 lb. bromide
potass.
.VI yards
red flannel.
1 lb. bromide sodl.
100 yards sheeting.
1
lb.
r,tt.
bismuth
sub.
Giiu yards
lining.
1 lb. cerium
5 gross cotton socks.
oxalate.
1 lb. cupra. sulph.
12
gross pants buttons, large.
1 lb. dovers powder.
12 gross pants buttons, small.
1 lb. mustard powd.
9 gross coat buttons.
1 lb. talcum
powd.
20 gross shirt buttons.
10 lbs. magnesll sulph.
6 gross drawer buttons.
1 lb.
pot. et sodli tart.
30 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. chlor.
;
20 lba. bolts, carriage
1 11). pot. iodll.
15 lbs. bolts, carriage
v
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
I
10 lbs. bolts, tire
1 lb.
belladonna fl. ex
10 lbs. borax.
1
lb. tolu fl. ex.
10 lbs. brass polish.
3 lbs. wild cherry fl. ex.
6 brass steam cocks, 1 In.
'
5 pts. caseara sag. fl. ex.
2
6 brass Rteam cocks,
in.
5 pts. trlfollum
co. fl. ex.
pr, calipers 6 In.
1
pt.
licorice fl. ex.
1 closet bowl with seat attachment.
1
pt. nux vomica.
1 doz. curry combs.
1
pt. oxil camph. co.
2 sets collar pads '.'I s .
1,000 tablets, neuralgic headache.
7 sets collar pads 23 s.
l.o.v tablets. DeDsin. lilsmiii.i anil char
4
60 feet
In. drill steel.
coal.
100 feet
8
ill. drill steel.
500 tablets pot. permanganese
gr. V.
HiO feet 1 in. drill steel.
1 roll oiled silk.
4 drills
Bhank & 8 bit.
1 roll 2 in. adhesive
4 drills
plaster.
and
bit.
shank
1 roll 4 In. adhesive
3 drills
plaster.
shank and 4 bit.
1 roll
In. adhesive plaster.
6 flat smooth files 16 in.
4 rolls belladonna
plasters.
6 flat smooth files 8 in.
6 rolls mustard plasters.
12 bastard flat files 16 in.
'
3 gal. alcohol.
6 half round files 16 In.
1 doz. 3 in. bandngee.
6 half round tiles 14 In.
1
2
bandages.
in.
doz.
6
16
In.
round files
1 doz. 1 In. bandages.
6 three cornered files 12 In.
1 doz
In. bandages.
12 three square saw files 6 in.
1 gal. euthymol.
6 three square saw files 4 In.
8
oz.
quinine
sulph.
6 three square saw flies 3 in.
1 gal. witch hazel.
6 three square saw files 3 in.
1
lchthyol.
lb.
6 double cut wood files 14 in.
lb. creosote, Beechwood.
6 doz. shovel handles, long.
20 lbs. vaseline.
3 doz. fllerfge hammer
handles.
1 gal. glycerine.
1 doz. piek handles.
1 lb. sodll phosphate.
1 horse shoeing
hammer.
1 lb. sulphur.
1 carpenters hammer,
1 lb.
1 lb.
1 hatehet. 4 in. blade.
pepsin asceptic.
2 gala. aq. ammonia.
1 doz.
horse brushes.
10 lbs. absorbent cotton.
6 hack saw blades 12 In.
1
oz. silver nitrate stick.
100 feet
in. garden hose.
1,000 capsules No. 00.
6 v Dse menders
in.
1.000
capsues No. 1.
12 hose clumps,
in.
1.000 capsules No. 3.
16 hose clamps,
in.
?
lbs.
buchu and juniper fl. ex.
12 nteam hose couplinjra 4 in.
1' lbn. saline laxative.
fiO feet
in. Hteam tnwe.
I
lh. chloroform.
2S llw, horse shoe nails No. 9.
1 Ik. ether.
25 lha. horse shoe nails No. P.
1 I lb
plumb, ac.
2.S llts. horse shoe nails No. 6.
8 pt
etilllngla Co. fl. ex.
1 keif No. 6 horse shoes.
1 pt. sarsaparllla
fl. ex.
1 keg No, 3 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr. saw palmetto Co.
2 ketrs No. 5 horse shoes.
1
gal.
tonga,
ellxr,
4
Co.
2 ketrs No.
horse shoes.
1 oz. Ol. anise.
1 ken No. 2 horse shoes.
,
1 gal,
1 keif No. 1 horse shoes.
Ol. rlclne.
2 gal. Ol. cod liver.
2 ketrs No. 6 mule shoes.
2 oz. Ol. cloves.
2 kejrs No. 5 mule shoes.
No. 5.

28

1

1x12x12.

Dine.

No.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FCK
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.

4

1-

FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

YOU COULP'XT

BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

1

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.

8

,

8

8

4

S

s

8

2

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.
PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE..

1

4

MECHANICS NEED IT
THEIR WORK BENCH
FOR PAINS ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

(t

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
Unknown Friends.
There are many people who have
used Chamberlain s Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendid
results, but who are unknown because
they have hesitated about giving a
for
coiro lliieftain. Before help arrived testimonial of their experience
she was terribly burned from her publication. These people, however,
ki"s up to her face, all the front are none the less friends of this rem-par- t
or her
body being painfully edy. They have done much toward
"'"! hi',1. I)r. Bacon attends her.
making It a household word by their
.
personal recommendations to friends
;
" , ini hiiew uiw laiuc
viiamuu ,.n., ungiuKiia. ikioor,"
,
medicine
s
lam Salve, you would never wish to to have in the borne and la wdtolv
he wiihout it. Here are some of the known
for llg Clir08 ef diarrhoea and
dlseas,.a for which It is especially val--; al, torma 0f .towel trouble. For sale
uabc; 8(,re nipples, chapped uands, jjy aj druggists.
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
0
sore eves. Itching piles, salt rheum!
The nlcnlc baskets for sale at the
S'l'l eczema.
Price 2&c per box. For Mcintosh Hardware company's store
atle by all druggists.
ars indispensable for outing parties.

AN

30
26
1

'
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

EPILEPTIC FELL

OVER BURNING LAMP.
Mrs. Amelia A. Chaves,
from Ijo- uorcita, near San Antonio, while selzed w iili an epileptic tit the other night,
fell over a burning lamp, says the So- -

Cltlien Want ads bring results.

JL

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

MUSTANG
8 LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
9 MEXICAN
1 MUSTANG
5 LINIMENT

BIDS

PENITENTIARY

IT IS

I

CASSATT, THE MAN WHO WAS AT HIS BEST
SELF-OSLERIZ-

"0 TT7
JOJLrC?

In Use For Over

.

BEING

v

of all ILimments

J. BEVERIDGE, AUTHOR OF THE BILL, WRITES EXCLUSIVELY FOR THIS NEWSPAPER,
SENATOR
THE GREAT PACKING HOUSE SCANDAL.
ON THE LEGISLATION
whatever of Its entire constitution
ality.
CAN
OR TRUST
NO COMBINF
The measure Is far from drastic. It
Is reasonable, moderate and conservaSTOP THE GREAT MOVEMENT
tive. If the packers and cattlemen
FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE
defeat it now they must face a far
AMERICAN
MASSES OF THE
more sweeping measure next session.
"
ARE
IF PACKERS
'
PEOPLE
If
The truth about it is thnt the pack(DOING AN HONEST BUSINESS
ers ought to welcome this bill as
INwarmly as the people themselves. If
'THEY SHOULD WELCOME
what is heard about conditions in the
SPECTION.
meat business be true this bill is the
only guarantee which the people will
BEVERIDGE,
accept that those statements shall no
BY ALBERT J.
longer le true. If, on the other hand,
Senator from Indiana and Author of
statements made about the conditions
the Meat Inspection Bill Which
In the meat business are false, then
Hat Pasasd the Senate.
this law is the only guarantee, which
the people will accept that these
Written Exclusively for The Citizen:
statements are false, and In any event,
The purpose of the meat Inspection
that the Amerthe law is necessary.
llll Is to make certain
If the packers are doing an honest
ican people shall get from our packers
business, and I do not say that they
Just as good meat and meat food proare doing a dishonest business, then
ducts as the European people get
thev should welcome the law as an
from them.
Tald thereto, n thev are doing a dis
The European governments demand
to
honest business, then this law should
that we subject all meats shipped on
go on the statute looks to prevent
them to careful Inspection, and we,
that dishonest business.
our part, concede that that demand
And whether their business Is honla Just. This is the reason why the
est or dishonest, the law should go
federal government provides for such
SENATOR 'A. J. BEVERIDGE.
on the statute books for the full prorareful Inspection of meat sold abroad.
tection of the people.
But if it is conceded that we ought
to inspect meat sold to the people of I Insist that the American people and Another thing that they might just
If this bill is
other countries, we ought to inspect the world shall have the warrant of as well understand:
the meat sold to the people of our a statute of the United States that emasculated In any vital particular
own country.
whatever conditions may have been the fight will be on ngaln with greater
I do not care to say at this time in the past, conditions in the future vigor than it would have been had it
anything about conditions In any shall be correct and lieyond criticism. come at the present time, for this is
I
packing house in this country.
to a part of the general movement for
And If there Is any attempt
have no desire to punish anyone for emasculate this bill, the people will the portectlon of the masses of the
past offenses. We are now in a per- know whom to hold responsible. It American people and there are not
iod of the moral regeneration of the was prepared with the utmost care, enough combines and truts in the
world to stop it.
American business. This bill is a part and numerous and extended consultaIndeed, I am bound to say I don't
What tions were held with those qualified
of that general regeneration.
I desire is the enactment of the law.
and entitled to be called into council. Ibelleve the common sense men at
If the law is enacted I am willing The legal phase of it was critically the head of these great business orthat bygones shall be bygones but considered, and there is no question ganizations really wish to stop it.
A.

AFTER

EVENING CITIZEN.

;

4

4

4

4

ketcfl No. 4 mule shoes.
M feet Norway iron
in.
f0 feet Norway iron 8 in.
25 feet Norway iron 4 in.

1

2

feet Norway Iron
in.
feet Norway Iron
in.
feet Norway Iron
in.
feet Norway Iron
in.
feet Norway Iron
in.
feet flat iron
25 feet flat iron
50 feet flat iron
25 feet
2 bundles gal. Iron No. 27. 30x96.
2
gross knives and 2 gross fork
(steel) handle and blade one solid piece.
mower, mind, large size.
i
6 carpenters' mallets, length 5 in.
20 His. blank nuts
in.
20 lbs. blank nuts
in.
15 lbs
blank nuts
In.
1
nozzle,
In.
PW feet pick steel
1 pipe vice,
combination, 6 in.
1 plumber's
gasoline stove.
pr. pliers, combination wire cutting
i ooz. picks K. K.
1 set corrugatiil
planes, carpenters'
doz. carpenters' pencils.
40 feet wrought
In.
iron pipe
40 feet wrought
Iron pipe
60 feet wrought Iron pipe
0" feet wrought Iron pipe 1
40 feet wrought
iron pipe 2.
60 feet wrought
iron pipe 2
1 doz.
horse shoe rasps, 16 in.
6 half round wood rasps. 14 in.
6 quarter round files 6 in.
4 brass bound rules 2 ft.
wagon without beO 4 in. tire.
8iio fe-- t
rope
In.
200 feet rope
In.
50

8

25

4

25
60
25
60

8

iao

2

8

4

1

1

8

1

4

2

1
1
1
2

oz. Ol. cajuput.
oz. Ol. lavender.
oz. Ol. wlntergreen.
oz. Ol. mustard.
gal. Ol. cotton seed.

tablets codeine sulph. gr.
tablets cocaine hyd. gr. 11.
tablets H morp. and atn.p. (Hypodermic).
l.ooo tablets strvrhnlne sulph. pr.
6oi) tablets strph'anth Co. 1". I). A Co.
1.000 tablets nitroglycerine
Co.
5 doz. Seeds dry plates No. 27, 4x5.
6 lbs. hyposulphite
of soda.
1 lb. sulphite of soda,
lu grains gold chloride.
lb. acid pvrogallle.
2 plate holders 6x8 with 4x6 kits.
The Hoard of New Mexico Penitentiary
Oommlssione ra reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
In submitting bids for above supplies
bidders should write plainly on envelope
"Bids for supplies for
the following:
New Mexico Penitentiary." with name
or names of bidder or bidders, to avoid
the opening of same by mistake.
Bv order of the Board of New Mexico
Penitentiary Commissioners.
&'

PHI

lot)

ARTHUR
Samples may he sent
marked and numbered,
tendent.

TREI.FOBD.
Superintendent.
separately, rtiily

to the

Superin-

A St. Louis man has engraved
alphabet on the head of a pin
is, he says he has, but doosn't
whether it is a hat pin, rolling
or coupling pin.

the

that
6ay
pin

ManK

J. D. Emmons.iFurniture
9

jf

Every business man should investigate the Ver

sstcm
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A
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1

If?
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1

It
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V
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1
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St. Louis

3 tfle Cutest and j
best dcvicc of th'-l!nd ever invented, i

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

This

Batteries Willis and
lor and Grady.
At Philadelphia

H

Jf

J

New

Los Angeles, Cal., May

R.
2

B. Schwentker, Manager Pacific
Mutual Lite Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
you that the company's vaults In San
Francisco have been opened, and also
the vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely Intact and uninjured. Youyi very truly,
( Signed
A. W. MORGAN,
Assistant Secretary.

H.E.
7
4

1

Philadelphia
1
0
Batteries Taylor and Bowermnn;
Sparks and Dooin.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
1
Boston
2
Brooklyn
7
2
2
Young and Needhnm;
Batteries
Pastoriotm and Ritter.

STREET

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
moans of defective
material or workman-hip will be made rood ,
without expenst) totlM
owner, irrespective of

28, 1906.

F.

10 14 1
2 7 2
Gibson; Tay-

York

iwiy pruieeis you as 10 quaiuy. aa to prices, you can't beat ours on th
Btvine Kraae oi guoas.
Our repair shop Is in the hands or skilled men and la
ail necessary appliances for doing th hlehest rai of nminn.
holsterlng, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

American League.
First game: R. H. E.
Philadelphia
4 10
2
SE-.
TO
CHANGE
THiS
ew York
14 18 5
Batteries Plank. Dygert, Powers
and Byrnes;
Oith, Kleinow and
CURE BARGAINS IN
Thomas.
Second game
R. H. E.
1
7 16
Philadelphia
A R N E s s
1
New York
9 0
Batteries Bender and
Schreck;
SADDLES
Hogg, Leroy, Clarkson , Kleinow and
I I Vj
BRIDLES
Thomas.
rj
At Boston
R. H. E.
i
ROBES
6 9 1
Boston
Washington
3
6
2
A N D E T C.
Batteries
Tannehill and Peterson;
Hughes and Wakefield.
At Chicago
R. H.E.
Chicago
6 9 1
We are offering gome very special prices on this line ol goods
1
6 4
Cleveland
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
Batteries. Owen and Sullivan; Eels
and Buelow.
CO.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
U
2 10
0 2 0
Detroit
Batteries Powell and O'Connor;
"Some curious notations, both In
prose and verse, by people from all Donohue and Schmidt.
over the world, may be found In
Western League.
Pueblo-Denvthese books. Our correspondent sends
game postponed on
us the following skits 'by our former account of rain.
townsman. Judge McMillan,
who
At Sioux City
R. H.E.
seems to have a good opinion not only Sioux City . .
5 12 0
of the Santa Fe limited train, but of Omaha
4 5 1
President Ripley as well.
Batteries Corbett and Hess;
and Gonding.
THE SANTA FT LIMITED.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
Des Moines
2 6 1
Dispatcher Brusha has returned to The Limited has won the race
1
1
4
Lincoln
Winslow from a short vfsit to the
Across
Great
Divide
the
Batteries McKay and Towns, Jones
coast. His wife, is now in the hos- The race for ease and comfort,
and Zlnran.
pital in Los Angeles receiving treatWith every want supplied.
ment.
American Association.
nothing that the human mind
At Kansas City
J. T. .McAllister, the popular Santa There's conjure
up or plan
Can
Kansas City
0
Fe operator at Houck's, nurt his hand
Minneapolis
5
quite severely the other day while But Riipley has installed it here,
man.
traveling
To
solace
At Louisville
giving a "19" order to a train as it
Ix)uisville
7
whizzed by.
Then, all bail to President Ripley,
Indianapolis
2
golden
blessings
fall
Let
At Milwaukee
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor for
among
king
presidents.
On
the
this
MexiMilwaukee
6
the Santa Fe railway for New
The Corypheus of t'hem all.
co, returned during the week to Las
St. Paul
3
D.
H.
Mc.
Toledo-Toledo
Vegas from a visit to his family in
At
On Limited, March 21, 1906.
Kansas City, Missouri.
1
Columbus
3
RIPLEY AND HIS LIMITED.
The Winslow mail 'has been informed that Conductor T. J. McGinty has The Limited has hit
College
Games.
the pace
heen transferred t a California diAt Cambridge
lifts you to the sKies;
vision of the Santa Fe, and that he It That
Cornell
5
always
every
race
wins
in
win move his family to Oakland, Cal.,
Harvard
4
prize.
the
Where
is
comfort
in the near future.
At New York

Batteries
and Phelps.

LP

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

At Sioux City

CUT-OFF-

.

The Santa Fe has just established
a car inspection point at Belen, and
John Abell, who spent yesterday in
the city purchasing supplies, will be
in charge of the car inspecting and
repairing force, which lor the present will consist of but one man.
Mr. Abell states that the work of
beballasting the tracks of the cut-of- f
tween Belen and its other terminal
is still going forward, and that although trains were running over that
portion of the read, the work, in reality, would not be completed for a
year or more.
"Work on the Belen-RlPuerco end
of the cut-of- f
nasn't started yet," said
Mr. Abell, "and from the 'huge task
to be accomplished it mav be two
years .before It is completed and in
shape far the regular running of1
o

trains."

Mr. Abell left last night for Belen.

GIVE CONCESSIONS TO
ORANGE GROWERS
A considerable reduction in refrig- erator or icing rates on green fruit
shipments from California to New

York and Chicago for the deciduous
fruit shipping season, which has just

opened, has been announced by the
Southern Pacific, the Santa Fe and
the Armour and the Santa Fe car
lines.
Freight men say that ithey have received advice from orcliardists to the
effect that the fruit shipments this
season will be large, with the promise
of amounting to 7.mki carloads, including heavy consignments of grapes
during the late summer and fall.
it is estimated that the value of
these shipments will amount to between $12,iiii(i,(mm(
H,i)ihi,imm.
and
There are still 5.00u' cars of oranges
to be shipped from California east,
while the number already forwarded
amounts to 25,000. These 30,(ioo cars
represent 10,500,000 boxes and freight
men say these shipments will average
$3 per box, or a total of $31.tixo.on0
for the season.
SOCORRO'S

ATTORNEY

AS
A RAILROAD

Judge McMillan Writes Lines About
Santa Fe Limited.
The Buffalo, (N. Y.) Trutn. a weekly, in its issue if May 19, contained
two poems by Ntw Mexico's well
known and popular citizen. Judge Daniel H. McMillan, of Socorro. The Judge
is quite u poet, and poetical t ffusions
published by Truth are very readable. They praise the Santa Fe Limited train and Incidentally give Pres.
E .P. Ripley of that road,' quite a send-of- f.
Truth says:
"On the observation oars on the
limiud trains over the Santa Ke railway frmi C'hicag) t the coast, are
in which the passenkept
ger are requested to write up their
impressions of the trip, the train and
the service.
,'

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

7

9

STEAM

(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May

You seem to reach celestial heights,
On chariots winged with flame;
And you wonder if Elijah
Or Ripley leads the game.

St.

iouis

2

Batteries
Ewing and Schlei,
and Grady.
At Chicago
R.
Chicago
4

Then always ta.e the Limited,
If you would lead the van
Of those who seek upon the earth
The heaven that's her for man.

9

Furniture

Dru-ho-

Both Phones

Third and MarquctU

FIGURE ONWITH US

CLEANING

Moving, park- -

'

A

A

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders.
Hay Presses & Farm Machinery

I

J, KORBER

xxxxxxxxxx

& CO..

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

3
2
9
3
3
4

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caeli paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

3

WE FILL

Meat Market

8

All
Of12,

B8E3

THIRD STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

'

Bottled in Bond.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o o

XXXXXXXXXICXXXXXXXXXXXXXXW

Wootton

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

AND

Ranches

SHOEMAKER

UNDERTAKERS

and

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL, E STATS.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

Am

TT.

lip

REFORM BIFOCULS

201-21- 1

to

Lucero
daTe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aaeoda
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

rort a or

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

RENTALS

TXXXXXXXXOOCOCOOCXDCJOOOCKM

Death From Lockjaw
h. E. Never follows
an injury dressed with
H.
9 2
Arnica Salve. Its antisep
Pittsburg
1
7 1 Buckkn's
D. H. Mc.
MELINI & EAKIN
prevent
tic and healing properties
General Repair Shop.
On the Limited, April 12, 1906.
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, mer
packed and crated; gaso
Furniture
Agents.
Sole
MEN AND WOMEN. chant,
of Rensslaersvllle,
N. Y,
gas stoves repaired.
line
and
Following the Flag.
ao Vie u for
I
Albuquerque, N. M.
unnatural
writes:
"It cured Seth, Burch, of
I to i d.T.V 1 fl"'iar:t-J' !Garani.ii
Next to Walton's drug store, South
When our soldiers went to Cuba
inflammation.
place,
U
199.
this
ugliest
Automatic
of
Phone,
his
the
sore
on
or
lrr!ttiuui
ulcrratiena
Third street.
and the Philippines, health was the EL J l 10 .in.iur.
of mn com membranaa. neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds,
raiiileo, and not astrinmost Important consideration. Willis pSlTHEEMNSCHEMICJini). gent
Burns
drugSores.
at
25c,
and
all
or
poitoDoui.
T. M:organ, retired Commissary Serbold by OranUU,
gists.
geant U. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
or tan! in plain wrappur,
0
PIONEER BAKERY
for
r.f1,,r'M'
lrPid,
Concord. N. H., says: "I was two
If you want results in advertising
1.00. or bottlei
0. W. Strong's Sons
J.7.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
years In Cuba and two years In the
Circular mi oa requfnt. try an Evening Citizen want ad.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Philippines, and being subject to
STRONG BLOCK.
colds, I took Dr. King's Now DiscovWEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
ery for Consumption, which kept me
in perfect healtn. And now in New
We desire patronage and we guarHampshire, we find it the best mediantee first class baking.
cine in the world for coughs, colds,
207 South FirSt Street, Albuquerque.
bronchial troubles and all lung dis- Most lansossold for a eomblnad naar and distant sight ara
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists. nary kind-Ou- rs
are dlfforan- t- Wa grind tbam oursalvos to the ordiAPI
In m
Price 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
solid form. Nothing to braak apart orlntorforo with tbaoraer.
sight.
Superintendents
Fair view
and
o
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
The mad dogs who infested the vilBants Barbara Cemeteries.
Grain and Fuel.
lage some time ago and made charges
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Manufactured by
MONUMENTS
and (threats have resulted In no one
and Cigars, place your orders for
dying of the hydrophobia. Miamis-bur- g
this line with us.
N. Second St., Both Phonts.
(O.) News.
1 1S West Geld Ave.
Albuqucraue'a Exclusive Ootir.im. 213
NORTH' THIRD STREET.

THE DIFFERENCE

Myer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third &t
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M

A. D. JOHNSON
L.

&

Real Estate

If you think that a windmill will cot furnish you
with, water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South Bnodway, and also
the two houses at the corner of Coal , avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fiv- e
feet.
12-fo-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Register.

203

WAVER

THE CELEBRATED

0

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

.MANUEL R. OTERO,

t

Man.

'

SCREEN DOORS

lng and whipping, unpacking and A
setting up, and is no upstart at V
the business. There is no other Y
just Thornton. Both 'Phones. 9
737 South Walter Street

4

1906.

2

CARPET

THORNTON Ihm Clomncr
Cleans everything.
He is the

Machine Works

Gpnf ral Boilding ScppUes

IXIIXIIXIOX4J

5 5 4
Lincoln
Batteries Miller and Towne, Harmon and Zinran.

American Association.
At Louisville
Louisville
Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
St. Paul
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Minneapolis
At Toledo
Toledo
Columbus
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Foundry and

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO:

H.E.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
that said proof will be made before
National League.
the probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
Ah Brooklyn
R. H.E. New Mexico, on July 6, 1906, viz.:
Boston
1
5 1
Jofin M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia
Brooklyn
3
6 0 county, N. M., for the north half of
Batteries Pfeiffer and O'Neill Mc- - the northeast quarter of section 26,
Intyre, Scanlon and Bergen.
township 7 north, range 6 west.
At Cincinnati First game: R. H. EM
He names the following witnesses
prove hia continuous residence
Cincinnati
4
6
1 to
St. Louis
2
cultivation of said land,
9 2 upon and
Batteries Weimer and Livingston; viz.:
Egan, Hoelskoetter and McCarthy.
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett,
Second game
r.
h, E. Gtorge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
Cincinnati
4
6 1 all of Laguna. New Mexico.

You dine, you bathe, you nave a shave,
You smoke or touch the cup;
You read and write, or view the scenes
In easy chairs tipped up.

HI.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

Cigars and Tobacco,

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

300 North Broadway, corner of

215-21-

mnm

WaB

ington avenue, Albuquerque, N.

0 ft'

A

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway II

Balen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of
the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1,000

POET.

Moran,

R.

Des Moines

Mc-Nee- ly

MUCH WORK YET
ON BELEN

Pfeister and

5 12 2
Sioux City
7
8 4
Omaha
Batteries Jackson and Hess, Sanders and Goiuling.
R. H. E.
At Pueblo
2 8 1
Pubelo
10 14 0
Denver
Batteries Minor, Fa u rot and Mes-slPaige and Zalusky.
R. H. E.
At Des Moines

er

Skirt mountains capped wltn snow;
See cactus, sage and 'dooe hu'ts,
Cross plains with flowers aglow.

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

R, p. MALL, Proprietor
Iron nd Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and tumber Csn; iBSfUai.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns sni Iron frost fe
Buildings.
tt op aira on Mining and Mill Mmehlnory m Bpaelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Atbsqsersie. K. U.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSAmerican League.
FER STABLES.
R. H.E. Horses and Mules Bought and ExAt Chicago
Chicago
0 4 3
changed.
2 6 1 BEST TURNOUTS IN THE
Cleveland
OITY
Batteries Walsh and Sullivan, Joss Second Street, between Railroad and
and Bemis.
Copper Avenue,
R. H.E.
At St. Louis
St, Louis
1
4 4
ELITE CAFE
6 13
2
Detroit
Batteries Pelty and O'Conner, MulGOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
len and Schmidt.
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Western League.

irllJlr

You glide, you fly, you roll along

OF

Albuquerque

Thi(viiH

The Santa Fe has begun renumbering and lettering ithe tanks
and engines over the entire system.
The new letters and numbers will be
of aluminum bronze. The numbers
and letters on the engines and tanks
heretofore have been of yellow for the
freight engines and gold leaf on the
passenger engines. The new numbers
on the engine tanks will be twenty-fou- r
inches high instead of ten inch
figures that have been in use for several years. The aluminum figures will
make a better apearance and be more
durable than the old letters and figures that have been in use for a number of years.

Strong

Guarantee

National League.
At Cincinnati
R. h. E.
Cincinnati
5 jo 5
Chicago
7
8
1
Batteries Eraser and Schlel; Lund-gre- n
and Moran.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.

Vertical File

It

I

a

T,IE
GL0BE-WERN1CK- E

."AGE 8 EVEN,

r

SATURDAY'S GAMES.

1

for letters, document?, etc.

OxSL-fMl
f!w$W

V

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

rtf tir000 ehorr.

ru!arin ts .
!

...
UL.

t.

eIen U

FAST LIMITEO

'o'm offered
4

rlZ

d Ut
th brad 80 and 70 ttK,t Btreet"' wltl1 Ile
U, '
20 feet wlde- - wltb beMtIful lake
Publ'
rt and grand old shade tree.; publl. .chool Sous, cost- population of 1.600 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment, in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 160
barrels dally; large winery; ttree aotels,
tBe largeM ,h,PP
P'nt for wool. Hour, wheat, wine, bean, and hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance a. a great commercial rsllroad city in the near future cannot te estimated.

,., club;
,

EXPRESS.

"1

.

MAN

-

Awn

cpciruT roaiaia

.re
gr.aed. (many
cci y.rd. drug .tore, names, .hop, etc. etc. Also a
,d xae center or me city, weii

-

i

nt

.
.
-awrciM
re.

of them improved by
.
mode.--n hotel.

Br.t-cla-

KQUTE

cultlv.tlon) ;

W.LL

GO OVER

no sacd or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND
We need a

first-cla-

a.

WET.

NORTH

h

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor .bop, shoe hou.e, Jeweler, plumbing shot, alaatr

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

saUl,

h

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M.

JOHN BECKER, President!

II

BERGER, Secretary
-- CBS

l

M

EVENING

ALBUQUEliQUE

PACE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

The stockholders are all well
known business men of Santa Fe and
the territory, and the new banking
Institution will start business under
the most auspicious circumstances.
Dr. W. f). Shndrach, 'the rye and
ear specialist." has returned from a
visit to bis old home at Culpepper, Va.,
where ho was ca.lrd several weeks
ago by the sickness of his mother.
The doctor stated that he was glad
to announce that he had left his
mother recovering fast from the malady, which at one time threatened to
end In her death.
John Murray Taylor, a painter, died
yesterday Afternoon In the eastern
part of the city, after an illness of
several weeks, as a result ; f hemorrhages, brought on by tuberculosis,
from which he had long been a sufferer. Deceased had resided in Albuquerque about three months, and
leaves a wife and child to mourn his
took place this
death. Interment
morning.
W. S. Sandon and Oscar B. Smith,
tho latter of Los Angeles, left the
city this morning for the Coclilti gold
mining district. Mr. Sandon and Mr.
Smith are stockholders In the Peralta
company,
Gold Mining and Milling
owning property in the Cochrtl district. Their present visit, to the district Is to attend a meeting of the
stockholders of the company, to be
eld at Bland.
Stock company
The Berger-Orosdrew a good house last night, when,
pa
by special request of numermiB
witfl
trons. "Faust" was repeated,
Mr. Berger as Mephlstoles. To say
played the devil to
that Mr. Berge-lerfectlon Is to merely state the
truth. While he perhaps, may never
W a Morrison, he Is Indeed a close
second. Helen K. May, as Marguerite
and Mr. NefT as Faust, both gave
splendid renditions of their respective
parts. Special scenery had been paint
ed for the piece, and with the electrical effects, made a very clever pro
duction. Tonight a sieclal vaudeville
bill with moving pictures of the disaster at San Francisco, will be pre- ented.
We 'have some dainty styles in dark
an, low Bheies, fcr women, l ney iook
dressy, wear well, feel easy on the
foot and polish nicely. We have
them with either light or extension
soles, and their prices are $1.65, $2.25,
$2.50, $2.75 and $3. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
13.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
K 314
m

Oat

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

RAILROAD "AYE.Ifr

VEST

Shoes Give Satisfaction

THEY LAST LONG ENOUGH TO CONVINCE THEIR WEARERS THAT BUYING THEM WAS A GOOD INVESTMENT.
DEMONSTRATING THIS FACT,
THEY FURNISH AT
TUB SAME TIME A COMFORTABLE FEELING. THE EASE THEY
GIVE WITHOUT THE SACRIFICE OF STYLE, IS WHERE THEY
NEVER FAIL TO GIVE THEMSELVES A GOOD RECOMMENDATION. WHERE OUR SHOES ARE WORN,
THEIR L'SB BECOMES CONTINUOUS.

$2.50
MEN'S DRESS SHOES
$1.80
MEN'S WORK 'SHOES
MEN'S OXFORDS
$1.65
$1.50
WOMEN'S SHOES
$1.25
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
SHOES AND SLIPPERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ...$1.00

TO $4.00
TO $3.00
TO $4.00
TO $4.00
TO $3.50
TO $2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d

Co

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
"We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

Generally fair and warmer tonight
and Tuesday.
Mrs. ,T. C. Flourn;y has gono
to
California for the summer.
Oorman service and sermon this
evening at 8 o clock In St. Paul's
Lutheran church.
Regular meeting of Alamo Hive No.
1, L. O. T. M.. at Odd Fellows' hnll
tomorrow afternoon.
Miss Millie Kaplan, sister of Ral.nl
Kaplan, of the Jewish synagogue, left
last night for New York, the home of
her father.
Percy Barbour, the mining engineer.
returned to Hland this morning, after
brief visit In the city.
Mrs. M. I. ...cNassar, Miss Fraiicltie
i.icNassar and Miss Kittle Heard
have gone to Ixing Peach, Oal., to
spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fleischer left last
night for St. Ixiuls. After a short
visit at St. Ixiuis, they will go to New
York for the summer.
H. A. Broctivogel, formerly of Mag
dalene, but now with C. It. Klmen-dor- f
at San Antonio, was an Albuquerque vlsi'tor yesteruay.
Thus. F. Phelan, Mrs. A. V. Tegner
and Miss Irene Uurke left this morning for the Jemez hot springs. They
will be absent a month or six weeks.
Percy Hawley and & party of sharp- hooters will leave Wednesday morn
ing for tho Jemez country, where they
will fish and hunt tho next few weeks.
Mrs. Thos. Hughes, accompanied by
her sister, Miss Daisy Huntzlnger,
left last night on No. 8 for Pueblo,
Colo., whore they will visit for several
weeks.
Mrs. M. H. Pice and baby, on their
way to Las Vegas from Saltlllo, Coar
hullla, Mexico, stopped ott for a short
visit with her sister, Mrs. W. J.
Davis.
Miss Grace Nichols will leave to
morrow morning for the upper Rio
Peooa country. The lady win join the
Albuquerque colony now stopping at
Windsor's place.
Grand benefit ball by the John A.
Log'an Circle No. 1, Ladles of the G.
R., at Elks' ball room Wednesday,
June 6. at 9 o'clock. Admission, $1.
Seoul's orchestra.
Mrs. J. H. Pearce returned to her
home at Las Vegas this morning, after a pleasant visit of two weeks' du
ration with her daughter, Mrs. L. E
Tripp, of 118 Hazeldine avenue.
The monthly business nieetiug of
St. John's Guild will lo 'hold Wed
nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the
home of Mrs. Brooks, 903 West Oop
per avenue. A full attendance la

Dr.B.M.Williams
DENTIST.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. in., 1:30
to 5 p. ni. Auto 'ohone 203.

TICKETS

R.R.
W.

We always knew we made

good soda water. We had

a pretty good opinion of our lee cream too. But when

we see the continued increase in the amount of
these good things we sell, we are inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

Is No Joke
.WHEN

YOU HAVE TO SCRAPE
THE BOTTOM OF YOUR PURSE
WITH A FINE TOOTH COMB EVERY MONTH TO BUY SHOES FOR
THE LITTLE ONES.
OUR SPECIAL DOUGLAS SCHOOL
SHOES ARE MADE SPECIALLY
TOUGH
FOR THE PURPOSE OF
HELPING YOU TO KEEP MONEY
IN THE BANK AGAINST A RAINY

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlc0

Transactions
Cuarantaad

1

18 W. ft. R. Ave,

A. CHAPLIN'S

DAY.

SHOE STORE
WO
MEN'S,
MEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S
No. 121

THEY

CAN ACTUALLY STAND
ROUGH USAGE THAN ANY
SHOES WE EVER SAW.
A PAIR OF THEM ON ONE OF
YOUR BOYS WILL PROVE THIS.
ALL STYLES OF BOYS' SHOES,
SIZES 9 TO 5
$1.75 TO $3.00

FINE SHOES

MORE

West Railroad Avenue.

London Glub

LIVERY COMPANY

STERN
SIMON
Railroad Avenue Clothier

No. 424 North Second St.

SANITARY BOARDING

STABLE

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

Auto., 311.

Clothing
The Golden Rule
Store
The
for Style, Service and Saving
Store

Two -- Piece Suits UNDERWEAR
Men and Youths
FOR

are showing a large assortment of nnderwear In
all colors and qualities from 50c a suit to the very
finest at

"We

HESS STOCK FOOD HAS
THE ELEMENTS NEEDED
FOR INCREASING THE APPETITE,
DR.

greater part of oar
suits, and our line of sizes are not complete, we
have placed cn sale our enttire stock that sold at
regular price from $7.50 to $11.00 at the low price of

As we have sold the

JUST

AND

KEEPING THE STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS IN A HEALTHY
E. W. FEE, 620
WORKING ORDER.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
o
Mrs. Brooks will give a lawn social
at her home, 9f3 West Copper avenue
Wednesday afternoon from 3 to 6
o'clock for the benefit of St. John's
Guild. A cordial Invitation is extend
ed to all.

The Suit

two-pie- ee

$5.65

The Suit

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

AN
EXPERIENCED
WANTED
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Miss Barbara Cotton, daughter of DRIVER.
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Cotton, of Gallup, ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.

The Suit

$3.50

The Suit

Trunks, Suit Gases, Bass
Inspect our line of trunks, suit cases
Prices always the lowest.

bags.

and

Whitney Company

passed through the city last night en
including
Machinery,
complete,
route home from Wahlngton, 1. C, holler and engine, for
roller
where she has been attending school flour mill. Address, Martin 1oTiman,
the past winter.
Las Cruces, N. M.
Mrs. A. Leavltt and daughter, Miss
Frisco earthquake portrayed at the
Sadie Leavltt, left Saturday night for
their home at Grand Rapids, Mich Casino tonight.
Thev will visit at Chicago ana ser
Ft. Bayard,. N. M.. May 2S. 1906.
eral other of the lurger eastern cities Sealed proposals in triplicate for con
before returning next fall.
struction of Post Exchange building
Forty Indian boys boarded No. 8 and Bowling Alley here, will be re
last night to go to Colorado, where ceived until 11 a. m. June 15, 1900
they will be employed a comple of and then opened. Information furmonths in the Arkansas river valley nished on application. U. S. reserves
beet fields. They are in charge of right to accept or reject any or all
Utitlng Agent Dageneit.
proposals or any part thereof. En
proposals should
At the meeting of the city council velopes containing
tonight, the matter of plans tor t'he be endorsed "Proposals for Post Ex
new city building will be discussed, change Building and Bowling Alley,
as will the granting of a franchise to and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal
promoters for a Highland street rail Qmr.
o
way.
Frisco earthquake portrayed at the
George W. Hickox, ;f the Hickox Casino
tonight.
Maynard Jewelry house, who 'has been
o
on the sick list for some time past
35 CENTS DINNER,
REGULAR
and HarWholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
has recovered sufficiently to be able EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
to leave yesterday for California, ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
where he hopes to fully regain his NOON TO 2 P. M.
health.
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
Colonel H. A. .lastro, a prominent
capitalist of liakersnelu,
Cal., and tosh Hardware company's display
president of the American Cattle window.
men's association, arrived in Albu
Frisco earthquake portrayed at the
querque last evening to look after the Casino tonight.
North First Street
U5,- Sooth First Street
affairs of tne Albuquerque Traction
company, in the stock of which he is
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
heavily interested.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
Tomorrow the territorial board of
penitentiary commissioners will meet for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
at the prison In Santa ! e lor tne pur
pose of awarding bids for supplies for mortised together, and as strong as
tho Institution for the coining six a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
months in accordance with the ad screen door,
here
ventlsenient which has appeared in will outlast any door shipped In trimFIRST ESTABLISHED
the cast, together with
Tho Evening Citizen during the past from
D.
mings, for $1.25.
ten days.
OPTICIAN IN
We make the regular shop made
W. R. Forbes, a deputy in the Unit screen doors
always cost,
have
that
NEW MEXICO.
ed States marchal s oince. returned heretofore, $3.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
".I'UVAiSfl
tills morning from Alamogordo, where
LUMBER AND
SUPERIOR
he has been attending the session of
PLANING MILL CO.
the federal court iu session there
tho past week. The docket was very
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
light, no cases of imiM.rtance being
Reinenilier, Eureka la the only lime
up for 'hearing, and tae session only soli hero that will not pop, crack or
PRESIDENT OF
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
blister in the wall. See that It Is
lasting one week.
NEW MEXICO
specified
your
contract.
nervous
in
headache
Trust
vision,
and
The United States Bank and
HAHN & CO.
company, newly organized, will open
Appointments
made at
strain.
OPTICAL BOARD.
its doors for business in the new
Vann's drug store.
Whitcomb Springs Delightful sumIjnighlin building in Santa Fe. June mer
resort, is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us. 4
.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
el

Tasty Fountain Beverages

AND

ROSENHEIM'S,

r

DIGESTION

Getting Married

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession In Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

e

PROMOTING

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

,

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Rakes
Mead Hay

H3,

40t, 403

U7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

S. T. VANN, 0.

THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Qtisen and Get the News

Eye Sight
Specialist

NEW OXFORDS FOR MEN
We have just

received a complete line of the

Walkover Low Cut Shoes,

sian leather, in all the new lasts.

PRICE

Celebrated

in both black and Rusz

j

v

o

See the picnic baskets in the Mcin-

tosh

Hardware

company's

display

STAGE

Is prepared
Tho undersigned
to
niak,. triiw to and from the celebrat
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any In
forma' Ion desired can
be secured
fmm George H. Moore, No. 113 West

FIND THE

CHICKERING

Try
119

Wett Gold

in swell new designs in Oxfords,

Us on

Up-to-Da-

te

$4.00

Shoes

E. L. WASHBURN CO. di

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

ooooocoooooo

See Display

STORE

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents Chlcker- Inj?
Sons to be the best placa to
look fur pianos
of less expensive
gra.lo.
The name Chickerlng Is in itself
alums; a guarantee of that store's
mi't!i,i,u. you may safely depend upon
its a.hice as to the other maReg it
h n
in New Mexico the Chick
er.ns is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
&--

PATENT COLT,

& COMFANY

TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

Hatlna.i avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON'.

A PAIR

MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to 1. J. POST

window.

.

:

in
OurWindow

I

Coir?.i-tnw:-

St

,

h

doocoooooooo
215 West Railroad Avenue

22

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
IVES. THE FLORIST.

It

f

ALBUQUERQUE,

11

a

P

Hi

if!

NEW MEXICO
M

